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Preface
One of the hallmarks of a profession is a well-established and generally accepted code of ethics.
When one applies for admission to the AICPA and/or to a state CPA society, he or she agrees to
abide by their Code of Professional Conduct and their bylaws. The member must recognize that
such membership(s) obligates him or her to abide by rules of professional conduct of the state
board of accountancy issuing his or her certificate.

Generally speaking, the ethics division of the AICPA and/or the ethics committee or body with
similar jurisdiction of a state society participating in the joint ethics enforcement plan, constitutes
the ethics charging authority which investigates alleged breaches of ethical standards. When the
ethics charging authority finds a prima facie case of violation of ethical standards, it reports the
matter to the Secretary of the Joint Trial Board, who summons the member to trial.
The objective of the Joint Trial Board is to provide for uniform enforcement of professional
standards by adjudicating disciplinary charges against members of a participating state society and
AICPA through a system of hearing panels. A participating state society is a state society of
certified public accountants which has entered into an enabling agreement with the AICPA
concerning integrated ethics enforcement. Decisions affect both AICPA and participating state
society memberships.

In order that the Joint Trial Board may function in an orderly manner, certain rules of procedure and
practice have been formulated and are set forth in this manual as a guide for members of the Joint
Trial Board who might be called upon to sit on a hearing panel and for respondents who may be
called before a panel to answer disciplinary charges. Proceedings before hearing panels of the Joint
Trial Board, however, are informal and broadly comparable to administrative hearings in order that
each side may have maximum flexibility in presenting its case to the hearing panel. The formal rules
of evidence applicable to proceedings at law or in equity do not apply and any evidence, whether
written or oral, will be considered by the hearing panel if relevant to the case at hand.

Rules of Procedure and Practice

Revised October 11,2001

Rule 1. Composition of the Joint
Trial Board

procedures provided in Council resolutions under section
7.4 of the bylaws.

B. Ad Hoc Committees
The Joint Trial Board is a hearing board of general
original jurisdiction established under Section 3.6.2.3 of
the AICPA bylaws to adjudicate alleged violations of the
bylaws and/or code of professional conduct of AICPA or
of the ethics codes of participating state societies. It
operates in accordance with these rules of practice and
procedure interpretations of which will be at the sole
discretion of the Secretary of the Joint Trial Board. The
Trial Board is also authorized to receive and act on
petitions requesting review of a decision of the Peer
Review Board terminating a firm's participation in the
practice-monitoring program.
The Joint Trial Board consists of at least thirty-six
members elected for a three-year term by Council from
members who have been members of the AICPA for at
least five consecutive years prior to appointment to the
Joint Trial Board. The AICPA's Nominations Committee
considers recommendations from the states and
nominates at least three individuals from each of twelve
regions for election by Council. The size of the Joint
Trial Board is determined by the AICPA's Board of
Directors. The Trial Board elects from its membership
a Chair and a Vice Chair, who serves as Chair during
any period of unavailability of the Chair. It also elects a
Secretary who need not be a member. (Council
Resolution under AICPA Bylaw Section 3.6.2.3)

A. Hearing Panels
The Joint Trial Board does not sit in its entirety but
conducts hearings of disciplinary charges through
hearing panels. A hearing panel consists of five
members of the Joint Trial Board, with a majority of
those appointed constituting a quorum. The Joint Trial
Board Chair or Vice-Chair, when acting as Chair,
appoints from the members of the Trial Board residing
in a respondents' region, or as close thereto as possible,
a hearing panel of five members, and also appoints one
to act as the Chair of the panel. The Joint Trial Board
Chair can appoint her\himself as a member of the
hearing panel or as its Chair. If the Joint Trial Board
Chair is unable to appoint from the Joint Trial Board
sufficient members to constitute a panel, s\he may
appoint up to two panel participants from among present
or former members of Council. (Council Resolution
under AICPA Bylaw Section 3.6.2.3). Decisions are
reviewable by the Trial Board under the conditions and

There are two types of ad hoc committees: those that act
on petitions for review of cases decided by hearing
panels and those that act on petitions that sections 7.3.1
and 7.3.2 of the AICPA bylaws not become operative.

Ad hoc committees of the Joint Trial Board consist
of five members of the Joint Trial Board, with a majority
of the appointed members constituting a quorum. The
Chair, or Vice Chair, when acting as Chair, appoints
from the members of the Trial Board, an ad hoc
committee of five members, and also appoints one to be
Chair of the committee. The Joint Trial Board Chair can
appoint her\himself as a member of the ad hoc
committee or as its Chair. [Council Resolution under
AICPA Bylaw Section 7.4 (Par. 3c)]

C. Review Panels
Joint Trial Board Review Panels may:
•

hear cases for which a petition for review of a
case decided by a hearing panel has been
granted by an ad hoc committee; and

•

hears petitions for reinstatement of expelled
members.

Review panels are composed of five members of the
Trial Board, appointed by the Joint Trial Board Chair, or
the Vice Chair when acting as Chair, who also appoints
one of the members to be Chair. The Chair of the Joint
Trial Board can appoint himself as a member of the
review panel or as its Chair. A majority of those
appointed to the review panel constitutes a quorum.

D. Requirements for Service on the Joint
Trial Board
The Joint Trial Board members are elected by
Council from members who have been members of the
AICPA for at least five consecutive years prior to
appointment to the Joint Trial Board on nomination of
the Nominations Committee. No member may serve
more than two full successive terms. The following
persons are not eligible for membership on the Joint
Trial Board:
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•

A member of the AICPA Professional Ethics
Division;

•

A member of a state society ethics committee;

•

A member of a state board of accountancy. (Council
Resolution under AICPA Bylaw Section 3.6.2.3)

approval.

C. Memoranda

Rule 2. Operation of the Joint
Trial Board
A. Agenda
An agenda for the conduct of disciplinary hearings
which has been adopted by the Joint Trial Board for use
by its hearing panels is attached as Appendix A. While
it is desirable that the agenda be adhered to for the good
order of the proceedings, reasonable deviation may be
permitted by the Chair of the hearing panel for good
cause. Normally, once a hearing panel is convened and
assembled to hear a case, every effort will be made to
reach a decision while it is convened and all parties shall
be prepared to present their full case at that time.

B. Notice of Hearing
In all cases where a formal ethics charge is to be
heard by a hearing panel, the Secretary of the Joint Trial
Board mails to the respondent, at least 30 days prior to
the proposed hearing date, a "Notice of Hearing"
containing a description of the charge or charges against
the respondent and indicating the time and place of the
hearing. Such notice, when mailed by registered or
certified mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the
respondent at his or her last known address as reflected
in the official records of the AICPA, which are the
records of the membership department or any
participating state society, is deemed to be properly
served.

A plea of guilty form will be sent with the notice of
hearing. A respondent may plead guilty to the charges
contained in the hearing memorandum by signing the
form and returning it to the Secretary of the Joint Trial
Board within two weeks of the date of notice of the
hearing letter. By pleading guilty the respondent waives
any right to a hearing, accepts the sanctions proposed by
the Ethics Charging Authority and consents to
pubheation as provided for in Bylaw Section 7.6 and by
the State CPA Society. The plea of guilty shall be
submitted to the Joint Trial Board Chair for review and

The ethics charging authority shall present the
hearing panel with a hearing memorandum containing
the material upon which it intends to rely at the hearing.
Copies of the hearing memorandum and related material
shall also be furnished to the respondent at the time of
the mailing of the notice of hearing. The respondent is
encouraged to furnish a reply memorandum to the
Secretary of the Joint Trial Board at the principal offices
of the Institute. For any reply memorandum to be
considered by the trial board, the Secretary of the Joint
Trial board must receive such reply memorandum, at
least 14 days before the hearing date. The hearing panel
will consider no written submissions after this date
except at the sole discretion of the Chair of the Trial
Board Panel.

D. Appearance
A respondent may appear in person and/or be
represented by counsel at any hearing before any hearing
panel. The panel is empowered to conduct a hearing
regardless of whether or not the respondent or his or her
representative actually attends the hearing.

E. Confidentiality
All proceedings before hearing panels are
confidential. However, notice of a disciplinary decision
of guilty by a hearing panel shall be accomplished as set
forth in the resolution of the AICPA Council under
section 7.6 of the AICPA bylaws and as provided in the
bylaws of the participating state society.

Additionally, a respondent's state board of
accountancy shall be notified of any guilty finding
resulting in an expulsion from membership in the
AICPA and/or a State CPA Society unless the Trial
Board hearing panel decides not to do so by majority
vote.

F. Witnesses
Both the respondent and ethics charging authority
may produce such witnesses as they deem appropriate.
Witnesses will be informed of the confidential nature of
the proceedings and, since it is assumed they will testify
truthfully, need not be sworn. On motion of the
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respondent, the ethics charging authority or its
representative or any member or members of the hearing
panel, all or any witnesses will be excluded from the
hearing room except during such time as they are
actually giving testimony.

G. Postponement
Prior to the hearing date the Chair of the Joint Trial
Board can postpone the hearing of a pending case and
reschedule the case for hearing before the same or
another hearing panel at a later date. Either the
respondent or the ethics charging authority may request
a postponement. Requests for postponement by the
respondent must be made in writing addressed to the
Secretary of the Joint Trial Board at the principal offices
of the Institute, must be received by the secretary within
fifteen days after the mailing of the letter of the secretary
summoning the respondent to a trial board hearing and
must succinctly state the reasons why the postponement
is being requested. A postponement is not a matter of
right and will be granted by the Chair of the Joint Trial
Board only upon the showing of good and sufficient
reason. A request for a postponement by a respondent
that is received by the secretary after the fifteen-day
period after the mailing of the summons letter will not be
granted except in extreme circumstances. If a hearing is
postponed at the request of a respondent it may be
rescheduled at a time and place convenient to the same
or another hearing panel.

When in actual session for the purpose of hearing a
case, any hearing panel by majority vote may postpone
the scheduled hearing of such case and designate a new
hearing date upon a showing of good cause.
Denial of a request for postponement does not
prevent the respondent whose request is denied from
reasserting the substance of his or her request for
postponement and its denial as a basis for a request for
review under these rules following a decision on the
merits of the case.

EL Hearing Panel Decisions
After the presentation of all evidence by the ethics
charging authority and by the respondent or his or her
representative, the hearing panel, in the absence of a
resignation as discussed below, must reach a decision in
executive session on whether the respondent is guilty or
not guilty as charged. This requires a majority vote of
the panel. If found guilty on one or more charges, votes

are taken to determine the sanctions to be imposed which
must include either admonishment, suspension or
expulsion.
An affirmative vote of two-thirds of those present
and voting is required to expel a member. An affirmative
vote of a majority of those present and voting is required
for the following sanctions:
•
•

suspension of membership for up to two years
admonishment

If suspension or admonishment are imposed, the
panel may also require follow-up remedial or corrective
action including:

•
•

specified CPE courses
practice review

If the follow-up actions include CPE or Practice
Review, the respondent will be directed to provide the
Professional Ethics Division with documentation of
compliance with those requirements. If such
documentation is not timely received, or there is any
other violation with regard to the follow-up action, the
matter will be referred to the Trial Board. Interpretations
and substitutions for discontinued CPE courses may be
made by the Trial Board Chair or Vice Chair, when
acting as Chair.
If a respondent fails to comply with any follow-up
action, or there is a question as to whether there has been
compliance with them, the matter shall be referred to a
hearing panel. The panel may conclude the respondent
has complied with the follow-up action, expel the
respondent for not complying with the panel's
requirements, give the respondent more time to comply
with them, or permit the respondent to comply with
alternative requirements. The respondent and the
Professional Ethics Division may submit a memorandum
for consideration by the panel. Neither has a right to
appear before the panel.
Any agreement resolving an ethics investigation that
calls for publication shall be referred to the Chair of the
Joint Trial Board, or the Chair's designee, for
publication as provided in Bylaw Section 7.6.
The implementing resolution of Council under
Bylaws Section 7.1 states, in part: "...no action shall be
taken on the resignation of a member with respect to
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whom charges are under investigation by the
Professional Ethics Division, or against whom a
complaint is pending before the Trial Board, unless the
division or the Trial Board recommends that such
resignation be accepted." In the rare event that a hearing
panel believes a respondent's offer of resignation should
be accepted, the panel should adjourn the hearing and
advise the Chair of the Trial Board that the panel is
recommending such acceptance. If the Chair concurs in
the recommendation, the Chair will forward the
recommendation to the Board of Directors. Upon
acceptance of the recommendation by the Board of
Directors, the case against the respondent will be closed.

I. Review of Decision of a Hearing Panel
by the Joint Trial Board
A respondent in a case decided by a hearing panel
may request a review of the decision by the Joint Trial
Board, provided such a request for review is filed with
the Secretary of the Joint Trial Board at the principal
offices of the Institute within 30 days after the decision
of the hearing panel. The request shall include in detail
the reasons for requesting the review. The request may
be supplemented by any relevant material, including
material not submitted at the hearing before the hearing
panel, provided such supplementary material is filed
with the Secretary of the Joint Trial Board within 15
days after the expiration of the 30-day period for
requesting review. If no reasons for requesting the
review are given or no additional relevant material is
provided within the prescribed time limits, the request
for review will be deemed invalid.

Upon receipt of a request for review of a decision,
the Secretary of the Joint Trial Board notifies the Chair
who appoints at least five members of the Joint Trial
Board, who did not participate in the prior proceedings
in the case, to constitute the ad hoc committee to act on
the request. The Chair can appoint her\himself as a
member of the ad hoc committee or as its Chair. A
majority of the ad hoc committee constitutes a quorum.
The ethics charging authority may submit a
memorandum for the consideration of the ad hoc
committee, provided such memorandum is served on the
respondent and the Secretary of the Joint Trial Board
within 20 days after the receipt of the respondent's
request for review. The ad hoc committee reviews the
stenographic transcript of the hearing before the hearing
panel, copies of all exhibits filed with the hearing panel
and all papers filed in connection with the request for

review. Neither the respondent nor the ethics charging
authority are entitled to a personal appearance before the
ad hoc committee reviewing the request. The ad hoc
committee then decides whether such request for review
by the Joint Trial Board shall be granted. Such review is
not a matter of right and will be granted only when the
ad hoc committee, in the exercise of its considered
judgment, finds, for example, that the discipline imposed
by the hearing panel is not supported by the evidence,
that the discipline imposed by the hearing panel is
clearly disproportionate to the offense; or that the facts
as found by the hearing panel are inconsistent with the
discipline imposed; or that any applicable rule of ethical
conduct which applies to the respondent has been
misinterpreted by the hearing panel; or that the
respondent has satisfied the burden of showing new
evidence which existed but which was unknown at the
time of the original hearing which is competent, relevant
and has the potential to have changed the result of the
hearing.
A decision by the ad hoc committee denying a
request for review is final and not subject to further
review. The Secretary of the Joint Trial Board notifies
the respondent and the ethics charging authority of the
decision. If a request for review is allowed, the Secretary
of the Joint Trial Board gives the respondent at least 30
days' notice of the time and place determined by the
Chair of the Trial Board for the review hearing of the
case. The Chair of the Joint Trial Board appoints a
review panel for the review hearing, comprised of at
least five members of the Joint Trial Board who have not
participated in the prior proceedings in the case.

At the hearing on review of the case, a review panel
shall consider the entire record of the hearing together
with such additional relevant material or memoranda as
the respondent may desire additional material or
memoranda shall be filed with the Secretary of the Joint
Trial Board within 30 days of the notice of the hearing
date given to the respondent. The record on review may
be supplemented by any additional matter which the
review panel considers to be relevant and of sufficient
importance to merit consideration on review. Copies of
any material filed by the respondent shall be sent by the
Secretary of the Joint Trial Board to the ethics charging
authority which may, but need not, file a memorandum
in reply. Any such reply memorandum must be received
by the Secretary of the Joint Trial Board within 20 days
of the receipt by the said ethics charging authority of the
respondent's material.
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At such hearing, the respondent shall bear the
burden of convincing the review panel that there should
be a change in the decision of the hearing panel.

After hearing the case on review, the review panel
may affirm, modify or reverse all or any part of the
decision of, or penalty imposed by, the hearing panel or
make such other disposition of the case as it deems
appropriate.
With the exception of the 30-day period for filing a
request for review, the time limits set out in this rule may
be extended by the Chair of the Joint Trial Board for
such period or periods as s\he deems appropriate,
provided that a written application by the respondent or
the ethics charging authority for such extension of time
setting forth the reasons for requesting such extension is
received by the Secretary of the Joint Trial Board prior
to the expiration of the time requested to be extended.

J. Effective Dates of Decisions
1. Of a Hearing Panel:
A decision of a hearing panel shall become effective
(a) 30 days after it is made, if no request for review is
properly filed within such 30-day period; or (b) upon a
ruling by the Joint Trial Board Chair that the request for
review is invalid because the respondent failed to give
reasons for requesting the review or provide additional
materials as required by Rule 2(I);

2. Of the Trial Board Review Panel:
A decision of the Trial Board review panel shall be
effective when made unless the panel directs otherwise:
(c) upon the denial by an ad hoc committee of a request
for review; or (d) upon the decision of the Trial Board
review panel in cases where a review has been granted
by an ad hoc committee.

K. Petition Requesting Review of a Decision of
the Peer Review Board
Any member affected by a decision of the Peer
Review Board may request a review of that decision by
the Joint Trial Board. Such request must be made within
30 days of notice by the Peer Review Board of its
conclusion, be in writing and shall set forth the
petitioner's reasons why the decision of the Peer Review
Board should be modified or set aside.

The Peer Review Board may, but shall not be
obliged to, submit a written response memorandum
which must be received by the Secretary of the Joint
Trial Board within 20 days of receipt of the petitioner's
request, a copy of which shall be sent to the petitioner.
The Peer Review Board file, together with
memoranda referred to in this section shall be submitted
to a review panel of the Joint Trial Board, which shall
decide whether to grant any of the relief sought. The
review panel's decision shall be final and not subject to
further review.

L. Petition for Non-application
of
Automatic Disciplinary Provisions of
AICPA Bylaws
A resolution of the AICPA Council under Section
7.3 of the AICPA bylaws provides that a member whose
membership is suspended or terminated under the
automatic disciplinary provisions of section 7.3.1 and
7.3.2 of the bylaws may petition that the pertinent
provision not become operative, provided such request
is received by the secretary of the Institute within 30
days after the mailing of the notice of suspension or
termination. The request, which shall briefly state the
facts and reasons relied upon, shall be considered by an
ad hoc committee of the Joint Trial Board. The ad hoc
committee normally will arrive at its decision following
its review of the submitted request and discussion
among the members of the committee. A determination
that bylaw sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2 shall not become
operative shall be made only when in the judgment of the
ad hoc committee it clearly appears that because of
exceptional or unusual circumstances, such automatic
suspension or termination should not take effect.
By majority vote, the ad hoc committee may request
that the petitioner submit additional written material in
support of the request or appear in person or by counsel
prior to the ad hoc committee executive session
discussion leading to a decision. Such appearance is not
a matter of right and will take place solely to clarify
matters raised in the request that cannot be clarified by
submission of additional printed material.
If the petition for non-application of bylaw sections
7.3.1 or 7.3.2 is denied, the suspension or termination
shall become effective upon such denial and the
petitioner shall be so notified in writing. No appeal shall
be allowed with respect to such denial. If the request is
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granted, the suspension or termination shall not become
effective and the matter shall be transmitted to the
Professional Ethics Division of the Institute to take
whatever action it considers proper in the circumstances.

Trial Board may apply for reinstatement of his or her
membership by meeting the following requirements:
•

The Request for Reinstatement of Membership form
must be filed with the Secretary of the Joint Trial
Board no sooner than three years after the effective
date of the termination of membership.

•

The applicant is expected to appear before the
hearing panel considering his or her reinstatement
request. If extenuating circumstances prevent the
applicant from appearing before the panel, such
circumstances must be enumerated and submitted in
writing to the Secretary of the Joint Trial Board
prior to the date of the hearing.

•

The applicant should support his or her request for
reinstatement with evidence of rehabilitation since
the date of termination of membership, either at the
time of the hearing or in writing prior to the date of
the hearing.

M. Reconsideration of Prior Decisions
A resolution of the AICPA Council under Section
7.5 of the AICPA bylaws provides for discretionary
reconsideration of prior "decisions at any time after
publication in the membership periodical of the AICPA
of a statement of the case and decision." Application by
a respondent for such reconsideration shall be in writing,
shall state the reason for requesting reconsideration, and
shall be filed with the Secretary of the Joint Trial Board
at the principal office of the AICPA. This rule is
designed to permit hearing panels or review panels
governed by these rules, in certain limited circumstances,
to reconsider decisions because of new information
which was not considered prior to such decisions and
which is likely to have had a material effect on them.

Upon receipt of an application for reconsideration,
the Chair of the Joint Trial Board shall refer the
application to a hearing panel or review panel composed
of as many of the members of the original panel as are
available. In the event that members of the original panel
which heard a case are no longer members of the Joint
Trial Board, the Chair of the Joint Trial Board shall
appoint replacements from the Joint Trial Board, as
appropriate, to consider the application.

Guidelines which will be considered by a hearing
panel when deliberating a reinstatement request are set
forth in Appendix C. The request will be granted upon
a majority vote of those members of the panel present
and voting.

The procedure to be followed under this rule is
discretionary with the appropriate hearing panel or
review panel. The original decision can be recalled,
rescinded or modified by a two-thirds vote of the
members present and voting. The decisions on such
reconsideration shall be final and shall not be subject to
further appeal. A member may apply for further
reconsideration at any time after two years from the date
of a denial of the reconsideration sought under this rule.

Rule 3. Requests for Reinstatement
of Membership
A resolution of the AICPA Council under Section
7.5 of the AICPA bylaws provides that a former member
of the Institute whose membership has been
automatically terminated under the bylaws for
disciplinary reasons or who has been expelled by or had
his or her resignation accepted by a panel of the Joint
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Appendix A
Agenda for an Original Hearing
before a Hearing Panel of
the Joint Trial Board

1.

The Chair calls the meeting to order. S\he should insure that a reporter is present and prepared to transcribe a record
of the hearing.

2.

The Secretary notes the presence of the representatives of the ethics charging authority, its counsel, the respondent
and his or her counsel, the reporter and all others present. He calls the roll of the members of the hearing panel.

3. After the roll is called, the Secretary announces for the record whether a quorum is present. (A quorum is a majority
of those appointed to the panel.)
4.

The Chair should caution all persons present of the confidential nature of all matters to be discussed at the hearing.

5.

If the respondent is present and makes an application for postponement of the hearing, such request is then
considered in executive session and decided by majority vote.

6.

If neither the respondent nor a representative is present, the Chair may proceed if s\he determines and states for the
record that it is appropriate to do so under the circumstances.

7.

The Chair announces that the formal reading of the notice of charges be dispensed with unless requested by the
members of the hearing panel or the respondent or counsel.

8.

The Chair explains that the hearing will be conducted in accordance with the Rules of Procedure and Practice of
the Joint Trial Board, a copy of which has been previously furnished to the respondent, and that the formal rules
of evidence do not apply.

9.

If during the course of the hearing, the respondent or his or her counsel or a representative of the ethics charging
authority or a member of the hearing panel objects to a line of questioning or to the submission of a particular item
of evidence, the Chair is empowered to rule.

10. Ordinarily, witnesses, if any, will be questioned first by the side calling them, then by the opposing party, and then
by members of the hearing panel.
11. The Chair calls on the representatives of the ethics charging authority or its counsel to present the case. In the
course of his or her presentation, any exhibits to be introduced are passed to the respondent (or his or her counsel)
for inspection. They are then passed to the Chair who orally indicates his\her acceptance if they are to be admitted.

12. On completion of the ethics charging authority's presentation, the Chair inquires whether the respondent or his or
her counsel wishes to question the representatives of the ethics charging authority.
13. The Chair then calls on the respondent or his or her representative to answer the charges and submit any evidence
m support of his or her answer.
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14. On completion of the respondent's presentation, the Chair then inquires whether the representative of the ethics
charging authority or its counsel wishes to ask questions of the respondent or his or her counsel.

15. The Chair then asks the representatives of the ethics charging authority or its counsel if they would like to present
any evidence in rebuttal to the respondent's presentation.
16. The members of the hearing panel may then question the ethics charging authority and the respondent or his or her
counsel. The Chair may invite any comments or questions likely to reveal additional relevant facts.
17. The Chair requests the ethics charging authority and then the respondent or his or her counsel to summarize their
cases prior to the hearing panel's deliberation in executive session.
18. On completion of the presentation of evidence and discussion, the Chair requests that all, other than members of
the hearing panel, retire from the room. In the absence of objection from the respondent or the ethics charging
authority, the hearing panel may consult with its legal counsel at any point in its deliberations.
19. The hearing panel then determines, in executive session, its disposition of the case by polling all participating
members, including the Chair. The procedure in this respect shall be as follows:

A. With respect to each charge a motion is made by one of the members to find the respondent guilty or not guilty,
as the case may be.
B. The motion is discussed.

C. A vote is then taken on the motion and the respondent is found either guilty or not guilty. This is done by a
majority vote.
D. If found guilty on one or more charges, votes are taken to determine the sanction to be imposed. Ordinarily,
the most serious form of punishment is voted on first. The following votes of those present and voting are
required for disciplinary action:
(1) Expulsion requires the affirmative vote of two-thirds of those present and voting
(2) The following sanctions require the affirmative vote of a majority of those present and voting:

a.
b.
c.
d.

suspension of membership for up to two years
admonishment
specified CPE courses
peer review of the respondent's practice

20. If the respondent is expelled, the hearing panel shall then consider the question of whether not to notify the
appropriate state board(s) of accountancy of the expulsion from membership in the AICPA and/or state CPA
society. Notification of the state board is automatic unless the hearing panel decides not to do so by majority vote.

21. All parties to the hearing prior to executive session and the reporter are invited back into the room. The Chair
reconvenes the hearing on the record and reads the hearing panel's decision.
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22. Upon a finding of guilty, the Secretary of the Joint Trial Board informs the respondent that the decision and the
respondent's name will be published by the Institute in an appropriate periodical and on the Institute's Website. He
also instructs the respondent of his/her right to request a review of the finding by a review panel of the Joint Trial
Board under the Rules of Procedure and Practice of the Joint Trial Board.
23. No publication of the decision or disclosure of name shall be made upon a finding of not guilty unless requested
by the respondent.
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Appendix B

Agenda for a Hearing before a Review
Panel of the Joint Trial Board Convened
to Review a Decision of a Hearing Panel

1.

The Chair calls the meeting to order. S\he should insure that a reporter is present and prepared to transcribe a record
of the hearing.

2.

The Secretary notes the presence of the representatives of the ethics charging authority, its counsel, the respondent
and his or her counsel, the reporter and all others present. S\he then calls the roll of the members of the hearing
panel.

3.

After the roll is called, the Secretary announces for the record whether a quorum is present. (A quorum is a majority
of those appointed to the panel.)

4.

The Chair should caution all persons present of the confidential nature of all matters to be discussed at the hearing.

5.

If the respondent is present and makes an application for postponement of the hearing, such request is then
considered in executive session and decided by majority vote.

6.

If neither the respondent nor a representative is present, the Chair may proceed if s\he determines and states for the
record that it is appropriate to do so under the circumstances.

7.

The Chair announces that the formal reading of the notice of charges be dispensed with unless requested by the
members of the hearing panel or the respondent or counsel.

8.

The Chair explains that the hearing will be conducted in accordance with the Rules of Procedure and Practice of
the Joint Trial Board, a copy of which has been previously furnished to the respondent, and that the formal rules
of evidence do not apply.

9.

The Chair notes in the record for the benefit of the members of the review panel, the respondent and the ethics
charging authority representatives that the respondent bears the burden of convincing the panel that there should
be a change in the decision of the hearing panel and that the panel may, after hearing the case on review, affirm,
modify or reverse all or any part of the decision of or penalty imposed by the hearing panel or make such other
disposition of the case it deems appropriate.

10. If during the course of the hearing respondent or his or her counsel or a representative of the ethics charging
authority or a member of the review panel objects to a line of questioning or to the submission of a particular item
of evidence, the Chair is empowered to rule.
11. Ordinarily, witnesses, if any, will be questioned first by the side calling them, then by the opposing party, and then
by members of the review panel.

12. The Chair calls upon the respondent to present his or her case as to why the panel should modify the result of the
hearing panel.
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13. On completion of the respondent's presentation, the Chair inquires whether the representative of the ethics charging
authority wishes to question the respondent as to any item of the presentation.

14. The Chair then calls on the ethics charging authority to reply to the respondent's presentation and submit evidence,
if any, in support of such reply. On completion thereof, the members of the review panel may then question either
side. The Chair may invite any comments or questions likely to reveal additional relevant facts.
15. The Chair requests the respondent or his or her counsel and then the ethics charging authority to summarize their
cases prior to the review panel's deliberation in executive session.

16. On completion of the presentation of evidence and discussion, the Chair requests that all, other than members of
the review panel, retire from the room. In the absence of objection from the respondent or the ethics charging
authority, the review panel may consult with its legal counsel at any point in its deliberations.
17. The review panel then determines in executive session its disposition of the case by polling all participating
members, including the Chair. The procedure in this respect shall be as follows:
A. The members of the review panel shall first determine by majority vote if any change is to be made in the
decision of the hearing panel.
B. If a change is to be made in the decision of the hearing panel, with respect to each charge a member of the
review panel makes a motion to find the respondent guilty or not guilty, as the case may be.
C. The motion is discussed.

D. A vote is then taken on the motion and the respondent is found either guilty or not guilty. This is done by a
majority vote.
E. If found guilty on one or more charges, votes are taken to determine the punishment to be imposed. Ordinarily,
the most serious form of punishment is voted on first. The following votes of those present and voting are
required for disciplinary action:

(1) Expulsion requires the affirmative vote of two-thirds of those present and voting
(2) The following sanctions require the affirmative vote of a majority of those present and voting:

a. suspension of membership for up to two years
b. admonishment
c. specified CPE courses
d. peer review of the respondent's practice
18. If the respondent is expelled, the hearing panel shall then consider the question of whether not to notify the
appropriate state board(s) of accountancy of the expulsion from membership in the AICPA and/or state CPA
society. Notification of the state board is automatic unless the hearing panel decides not to do so by majority
vote.

19. All parties to the hearing prior to executive session and the reporter are invited back into the room. The Chair
reconvenes the hearing on the record and reads the review panel's decision.
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20. Upon a finding of guilty, the Secretary of the Joint Trial Board informs the respondent that the decision and the
respondent's name will be published by the Institute in an appropriate periodical and on the Institute's Website. He
also instructs the respondent that the decision is final and that there is no right to request a further review under
the Rules of Procedure and Practice of the Joint Trial Board.
21. No publication of the decision or disclosure of name shall be made upon a finding of not guilty unless requested
by the respondent.
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Appendix

C

Guidelines To Be Considered
By A Review Panel When
Deliberating A Reinstatement Request

The following guidelines will be considered by a review panel when deliberating a reinstatement request:

Fundamental Questions
If the applicant were reinstated:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Would the public interest be better served?
Would the profession be professionally strengthened?
Would the Institute be in a better position to prevent further acts discreditable to the profession?
Would the applicant be a better professional?
Would the reputation and public image of the profession be damaged?

Evidentiary Questions
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f
g.
h.
i.
j.

Review of the nature of the offense and any mitigating circumstances.
Time lapse since the offense.
Employment and professional development activities since the offense.
Status of state society memberships and licenses.
Indications of professional rehabilitation.
Understanding of the applicant with respect to the seriousness of acts discreditable to the profession.
Applicant's attitude, whether conciliatory or hostile.
Likelihood of repetitive violations.
Quality of letters of reference submitted.
Applicant's reaction to invitation for appearance before the review panel.
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Section 2

AICPA Bylaws and Implementing
Resolutions of Council

BL Section 360
3.6 COMMITTEES

As amended
June 17,1996

3.6.2.3 Joint Trial Board
There shall be a trial board consisting of members possessing a valid and
unrevoked certified public accountant certificate, each of whom shall have been a
member for at least five consecutive years prior to his or her appointment to the joint trial
board, to adjudicate disciplinary charges against members of the Institute pursuant to
section 7.4. Members of the trial board shall be elected by the Council for such terms as
the Council may prescribe.
The trial board is empowered to adopt rules, consistent with these bylaws or
actions of the Council, governing procedure in cases heard by any hearing panel, and in
connection with any application for review of a decision of a hearing panel.
Decisions of any hearing panel shall be subject to review only by the trial board.

(See section 360R)

1

BL Section 360R
Implementing Resolution Under Section 3.6 Committees
As amended
January 12,1988,
unless otherwise
indicated

Resolved:
.08 That the joint trial board shall consist of at least thirty-six-members elected
for a three-year term by Council on a staggered basis on nomination of the nominations
committee. No member shall serve more than two full successive terms. The size of the
trial board shall be determined by the Board of Directors. No member of the Institute’s
professional ethics division, of a state society ethics committee, or of a state board of
accountancy shall be a member of the trial board.
[As revised by Council June 17, 1996.]
.09 The trial board shall elect from its membership a chairman and a vice
chairman , the vice chairman to serve as chairman during any period of unavailability of
the chairman. It shall also elect a secretary who need not be a member.
.10 The chairman or vice chairman, when acting as chairman, pursuant to the trial
board rules of practice and procedure, may appoint from the members of the trial board a
panel consisting of not less than three members, which may, but need not, include the
chairman to sit as a hearing panel and hear and adjudicate charges against members, or an
ad hoc committee consisting of not less than three members of the trial board to consider
requests for nonapplication of sections 7.2 and 7.3. Decisions of hearing panels shall be
reviewable by the trial board under the conditions and procedures as provided for in
Council resolution under section 7.4 of the bylaws.
[As revised by Council October 27, 1999.]
Resolved:
.11 That the trial board is authorized to receive and act on petitions requesting
review of a decision of the peer review board terminating a firm’s participation in the
practice-monitoring program. Following such review, the trial board may affirm, modify,
or reverse all or any part of the peer review board’s decision, but it may not increase the
severity of the peer review board’s sanction.
[As revised by Council June 17, 1996.]
Resolved:
.12 That the trial board may hear and adjudicate charges involving alleged
violations of a state CPA society’s bylaws or code of professional conduct when there is
in force a written agreement for such procedure between the Institute and the state CPA
society concerned.
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BL Section 700
7. TERMINATION OF MEMBERSHIP AND
DISCIPLINARY SANCTIONS

BL Section 701
Termination ofMembership and Disciplinary Sanctions
As amended
January 12,1988

.01

This article shall govern the termination or suspension of membership in the
Institute, whether imposed as a matter of discipline or voluntarily sought, and the
imposition of any other disciplinary sanction, or administrative reprimand,
whether public or private, or imposition of conditions for retention of
membership.

Revised January 2000
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BL Section 710
7.1 Resignation ofMembership
As amended
January 12,1988

.01

Resignations of members shall be in writing and may be offered at any time.
Actions on such resignations and applications for reinstatement of resigned
members shall be taken by the Board of Directors under such provisions as the
Council may prescribe. Council may make separate provision for action on
resignations of members not in good standing or against whom disciplinary
proceedings or investigations are pending and on applications for reinstatement of
persons whose resignation was accepted when in such classification.

(See section 710R.)

Revised January 2000
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BL Section 710R
Implementing Resolution Under Section 7.1 Resignation of
Membership
As amended
January 12,1988

.01

Resolved:
That the Board of Directors shall act upon resignation of members, which shall
become effective on the date of acceptance, but no action shall be taken on the
resignation of a member with respect to whom charges are under investigation by
the professional ethics division, or against whom a complaint is pending before
the trial board, unless the division or the trial board, as the case may be,
recommends that such resignation be accepted. If a person whose resignation was
accepted when that person was under investigation or the object of a complaint
should subsequently apply for reinstatement, the Board of Directors shall not
reinstate such person without the consent of the division or the trial board, as the
case may be.

Revised January 2000
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BL Section 720
7.2 Termination of Membership for Nonpayment of Financial
Obligation or for Failure to Comply With Membership-Retention
Requirements
As amended
January 12,1988

.01

The Board of Directors may, in its discretion, terminate the membership of a
member who fails to pay dues or any other obligation to the Institute within five
months after such debt has become due and terminate the membership of a
member who fails to comply with the practice-monitoring or continuing education
membership-retention requirements. The Council shall provide for consideration
and disposition by the trial board, with or without hearing, of a timely written
petition that membership should not be terminated pursuant to this section. Any
membership so terminated may be reinstated by the Board of Directors, under
such conditions and procedures as the Council may prescribe.

(See section 720R.)

7.2.1

Termination of Association of International Associate
The Board of Directors may terminate the affiliation of an international
associate at its discretion.

[As amended May 15, 2000.]

Revised January 2000
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BL Section 720R
Implementing Resolution Under Section 7.2 Termination of
Membership for Nonpayment of Financial Obligation orfor
Failure to Comply With Membership-Retention Requirements
As amended
January 12,1988

.01

.02

.03

.04

Resolved:
That if a person whose membership has terminated for nonpayment of dues or
other financial obligation shall apply for reinstatement, the Board of Directors, in
its discretion, may reinstate the member, provided that all dues and other
obligations owing to the Institute at the time membership was terminated shall
have been paid.
Further Resolved:
That if a person whose membership has terminated for failure to comply with
membership-retention requirements relating to CPE or practice-monitoring shall
apply for reinstatement, the Board of Directors, in its discretion, may reinstate the
person as a member provided the person shall have satisfactorily demonstrated
that the failure to comply with the CPE or practice-monitoring requirements has
been rectified.
Further Resolved:
That no person shall be considered to have resigned in good standing if at the time
of resignation the person was in debt to the Institute for dues or other obligations.
A member submitting a resignation after the beginning of the fiscal year, but
before expiration of the time limit for payment of dues or other obligations, may
attain good standing by paying dues prorated according to the portion of the fiscal
year which has elapsed, provided obligations other than dues shall have been paid
in full.
A member who has resigned or whose membership has terminated in any manner
may not file a new application for admission but may apply for reinstatement
under this resolution or applicable provisions of the bylaws.

Revised January 2000
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BL Section 730
7.3 Disciplinary Suspension and Termination ofMembership
Without a Hearing
As amended
January 12,1988

.01

Membership in the Institute shall be suspended or terminated without a hearing
for disciplinary purposes as provided in sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2, under such
conditions and by such procedure as shall be prescribed by the Council.

(See section 730R.)
Criminal Conviction of Member
Membership in the Institute shall be suspended without a hearing should
there be filed with the secretary of the Institute a judgment of conviction
imposed upon any member for
7.3.1.1 A crime punishable by imprisonment for more than one year;
7.3.1.2 The willful failure to file any income tax return which the member,
as an individual taxpayer, is required by law to file;
7.3.1.3 The filing of a false or fraudulent income tax return on the
member's or a client's behalf; or
7.3.1.4 The willful aiding in the preparation and presentation of a false and
fraudulent income tax return of a client; and
shall be terminated in like manner upon the similar filing of a final
judgment of conviction; however, the Council shall provide for the
consideration and disposition by the trial board, with or without hearing,
of a timely written petition of any member that the member's membership
should not be suspended or terminated pursuant to section 7.3.1.1, herein.
7.3.2 Suspension or Revocation of Certificate
Membership in the Institute shall be suspended without a hearing should a
member's certificate as a certified public accountant or license or permit to
practice as such or to practice public accounting be suspended as a
disciplinary measure by any governmental authority; but, such suspension
of membership shall terminate upon reinstatement of the certificate, or
such membership in the Institute shall be terminated without hearing
should such certificate, license, or permit be revoked, withdrawn, or
cancelled as a disciplinary measure by any governmental authority. The
Council shall provide for the consideration and disposition by the trial
board, with or without hearing, of a timely written petition of any member
that the member's membership should not be suspended or terminated
pursuant to this section 7.3.2.
7.3.3 Trial Board Disciplining Not Precluded
Application of the provisions of section 7.3.1 and section 7.3.2 shall not
preclude the summoning of the member concerned to appear before a
hearing panel of the trial board pursuant to section 7.4.

7.3.1

Revised January 2000
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BL Section 730R
Implementing Resolution Under Section 7.3 Disciplinary
Suspension and Termination ofMembership Without a Hearing
As amended
January 12,1988,
unless otherwise
indicated

.01

.02

.03

.04

Resolved:
(1) That the membership of a member who is convicted by a court of any of the
criminal offenses enumerated in section 7.3.1 of the bylaws shall become
automatically suspended upon the mailing of a notice of such suspension, as
provided in paragraph (5) of this resolution. Such notice shall be mailed within a
reasonable time after a certified copy of a judgment of conviction of such criminal
offense has been filed with the secretary of the Institute.
(2) That the membership of a member who has been convicted by a court of any
of the offenses enumerated in section 7.3.1 of the bylaws, and which conviction
has become final, shall become automatically terminated upon the mailing of a
notice of such termination, as provided in paragraph (5) of this resolution. Such
notice shall be mailed within a reasonable time after a certified copy of such
conviction and evidence that it has become final has been filed with the secretary
of the Institute.
(3) That the membership of a member whose certificate as a certified public
accountant, or license or permit to practice as such or to practice public
accounting has been suspended as a disciplinary measure by any governmental
authority shall, except as provided in paragraph (6) of this resolution, become
automatically suspended upon the expiration of thirty days after the mailing of a
notice of such suspension, as provided in paragraph (5) of this resolution. Such
notice shall be mailed within a reasonable time after a statement of such
governmental authority, showing that such certificate, license, or permit has been
suspended and specifying the cause and duration of such suspension, has been
filed with the secretary of the Institute. Such automatic suspension shall cease
upon the expiration of the period of suspension so specified.
(4) That the membership of a member whose certificate as a certified public
accountant, or license or permit to practice as such or to practice public
accounting has been revoked, withdrawn, or cancelled as a disciplinary measure
by any governmental authority shall, except as provided in paragraph (6) of this
resolution, become automatically terminated upon the expiration of thirty days
after the mailing of a notice of such termination, as provided in paragraph (5) of
this resolution. Such notice shall be mailed within a reasonable time after a
statement of such governmental authority showing that such certificate, license, or
permit has been revoked, withdrawn, or cancelled and specifying the cause of
such revocation, withdrawal, or cancellation has been filed with the secretary of
the Institute.

Revised January 2000
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.05

.06

(5) That notices of suspension or termination pursuant to paragraph (1), (2), (3),
or (4) of this resolution shall be signed by the secretary of the Institute and mailed
by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the member
concerned at the member's last known address according to the official records of
the Institute, which are the records of the membership department.
[As revised by Council June 17, 1996.]
(6) That the operation of paragraph (1), (2), (3), or (4) of this resolution shall
become postponed if, within thirty days after mailing the notice of suspension or
termination, the secretary of the Institute receives a request from the member
concerned that the pertinent provision shall not become operative. The request
shall state briefly the facts and reasons relied upon. All such requests shall be
referred to the trial board for action thereon by the trial board or by an ad hoc
committee thereof consisting of at least three members appointed by the chairman
of the trial board or vice chairman, when acting as chairman. If the request is
denied, the suspension or termination, as the case may be, shall become effective
upon such denial, and the member concerned shall be so notified in writing by the
secretary. No appeal to the trial board shall be allowable with respect to a denial
of such a request by the ad hoc committee. If the request is granted, the
suspension or termination, as the case may be, shall not become effective. In such
event, the secretary shall transmit the matter to the professional ethics division to
take whatever action it considers proper in the circumstances. A determination
that paragraph (1), (2), (3), or (4) of this resolution shall not become operative
shall be made only when it clearly appears that, because of exceptional or unusual
circumstances, it would be inequitable to permit such automatic suspension or
termination.

[As revised by Council October 27, 1999.]

Revised January 2000
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BL Section 740
7.4 Disciplining ofMember by Trial Board
As amended
January 12,1988

.01

Under such conditions and by such procedure as the Council may prescribe, a
hearing panel of the trial board, by a two-thirds vote of the members present and
voting, may expel a member (except as otherwise provided in section 7.4.3), or by
a majority vote of the members present and voting, may suspend a member for a
period not to exceed two years not counting any suspension imposed under
sections 7.3.1 and 7.3.2, or may impose such lesser sanctions as the Council may
prescribe on any member if the member
7.4.1
7.4.2

7.4.3

7.4.4
7.4.5

7.4.6

.02

Infringes any of these bylaws or any rule of the Code of Professional
Conduct;
Is declared by a court of competent jurisdiction to have committed any
fraud;
Is held by a hearing panel of the trial board to have been guilty of an act
discreditable to the profession, or to have been convicted of a criminal
offense which tends to discredit the profession; provided that should a
hearing panel of the trial board find by a majority vote that the member
has been convicted by a criminal court of an offense involving moral
turpitude, or any of the offenses enumerated in section 7.3.1, the penalty
shall be expulsion;
Is declared by any competent court to be insane or otherwise incompetent;
Is subject to the suspension, revocation, withdrawal, or cancellation of the
member's certificate as a certified public accountant or license or permit to
practice as such or to practice public accounting as a disciplinary measure
by any governmental authority; or
Fails to cooperate with the professional ethics division in any disciplinary
investigation of the member, owner or employee of the firm by not
making a substantive response to interrogatories or a request for
documents from a committee of the professional ethics division or by not
complying with the educational and remedial or corrective action
determined to be necessary by the professional ethics executive
committee, within thirty days after the posting of notice of such
interrogatories, or a request for documents, or directive to take CPE or
corrective action by registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, to the
member at the member's last known address shown in the official records
of the Institute.

With respect to a member residing in a state in which the state society has entered
into an agreement approved by the Institute's Board of Directors to deal with

Revised January 2000
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complaints against society members in cooperation with the professional ethics
division, disciplinary hearings shall be conducted before a hearing panel of the
joint trial board.
[As amended May 15, 2000.]
(See section 740R.)

Revised January 2000
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BL Section 740R
Implementing Resolution Under Section 7.4 Disciplining of
Member by Trial Board
As amended
January 12,1988,
unless otherwise
indicated

.01

.02

Resolved:
(1) Any complaint preferred against a member under section 7.4 of the bylaws
shall be submitted to the professional ethics division, which in turn may refer the
complaint for investigation and recommendation to an ethics committee (or its
equivalent) of a state society of certified public accountants that has made an
agreement with the Institute of the type authorized in section 7.4 of the bylaws. If,
upon consideration of the complaint, investigation and/or recommendation
thereon, it appears that a prima facie case is established showing a violation of
any applicable bylaws or any rule of the Code of Professional Conduct of the
Institute or any state society making an agreement with the Institute referred to
above or showing any conduct discreditable to a certified public accountant, the
professional ethics division or the ethics committee of such state society, except
as provided in the implementing resolution under section 3.6.2.2 of the bylaws,
shall report the matter to the secretary of the joint trial board who shall summon
the member involved to respond to the charges preferred against the member,
which response may include the entering of a plea of guilty without a hearing, in
accordance with rules established by the trial board, provided, however, that with
respect to a case in which the trial board has granted a request that automatic
suspension or termination shall not become operative under the provisions of
paragraph (6) in the implementing resolution under section 7.3.2 of the bylaws,
the division or such state society ethics committee shall have discretion as to
whether and when to report the matter to the secretary for such summoning.
(2)
(a)
If the professional ethics division or state society ethics committee
dismisses any complaint preferred against a member or shall fail to initiate
its inquiry within ninety days after such complaint is presented to it in
writing, the member preferring the complaint may present the complaint in
writing to the trial board, provided, however, that this provision shall not
apply to a case falling within the scope of section 7.3.
(b)
The chairman of the trial board shall cause such investigation to be made
of the matter as the chairman may deem necessary, and shall either
dismiss the complaint or refer it to the secretary of the trial board who
shall summon the member to answer the complaint in accordance with the
provisions in paragraph (1) hereof.
(c)
Prior to causing the investigation referred to in paragraph (b), the
chairman of the trial board shall designate six members of the trial board

Revised January 2000
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.03

who shall not be involved in such investigation in order that not less than
three of them may be appointed to an independent hearing panel if
necessary. The chairman shall report the names of such members to the
secretary of the trial board prior to any action under paragraph (b).
(3) For the purpose of adjudicating charges against members of the Institute, as
provided in the foregoing paragraphs of this resolution, the following must take
place:
(a)
The secretary shall mail to the member concerned, at least thirty days prior
to the proposed meeting of a panel appointed to hear the case, written
notice of the charges to be adjudicated. Such notice, when mailed by
registered or certified mail, postage prepaid, addressed to the member
concerned at the member's last known address according to the official
records of the Institute, which are the records of the membership
department, shall be deemed properly served.
(b)
After considering the evidence presented by the professional ethics
division or other complainant and by the defense, the panel hearing the
case, a quorum present, by vote of the members present and voting, may,
in a manner consistent with section 7.4 of the bylaws, admonish, suspend
for a period of not more than two years, or expel the member against
whom the complaint is made and take such other disciplinary, remedial or
corrective action as the panel deems appropriate.
(c)
In a case decided by a panel, the member concerned may request a review
by the trial board of the decision of the panel, provided such a request for
review is filed with the secretary of the trial board within thirty days after
the decision of the panel, and that such information as may be required by
the rules of the trial board shall be filed with such request. Such a review
shall not be a matter of right. Each such request for a review shall be
considered by an ad hoc committee to be appointed by the chairman of the
trial board, or its vice chairman in the event of the chairman's
unavailability, and to consist of not less than three members of the trial
board who did not participate in the prior proceedings in the case. The ad
hoc committee shall have power to decide whether such request for review
by the trial board shall be granted, and such committee's decision that such
request shall not be granted shall be final and subject to no further review.
A quorum of such ad hoc committee shall consist of a majority of the
appointed. If such request for review is granted, the trial board shall
review the decision of the panel in accordance with its rules of practice
and procedure. On review of such decision, the trial board may affirm,
modify, or reverse all or any part of such decision or make such other
disposition of the case as it deems appropriate. The trial board may, by
general rule, indicate the character of reasons that may be considered to be
of sufficient importance to warrant an ad hoc committee granting a request
for review of a decision of a panel.
(d)
Any decision of the trial board, including any decision reviewing a
decision of a panel, shall become effective when made, unless the trial
board's decision indicates otherwise, in which latter event it shall become
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.04

effective at the time determined by the trial board. Any decision of a panel
shall become effective as follows:
(i)
Upon the expiration of thirty days after it is made, if no request for
review is properly filed within such thirty-day period.
(ii)
Upon the denial of a request for review, if such request has been
properly filed within such thirty-day period and is denied by an ad
hoc committee.
(iii)
Upon the date of a decision of a review panel affirming the
decision of a hearing panel in cases where a review has been
granted by an ad hoc committee.
(e)
A plea of guilty, if it conforms to the rules and procedures of the trial
board, shall become effective upon acceptance by the trial board.
[As revised by Council June 17, 1996.]
(4) In the case of a settlement agreement between a member and the professional
ethics executive committee that provides for suspension or termination of
membership pursuant to the Council resolution implementing bylaw section
3.6.2.2, the matter shall be referred to a panel of the trial board which, upon
finding that there has been a waiver of the member's rights under Article 7.4, shall
recognize such settlement agreement and arrange for publication of such
disciplinary action under section 7.6 of the bylaws.
[As revised by Council May 26, 1993.]
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BL Section 750
7.5 Reinstatement
As amended
January 12,1988
.01

The Council may prescribe the conditions and procedures under which members
suspended or terminated under sections 7.3 and 7.4 may be reinstated.

(See section 750R.)
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BL Section 750R
Implementing Resolution Under Section 7.5 Reinstatement
As amended
January 12,1988,
unless otherwise
indicated

.01

.02

Resolved:
(1) That at any time after the publication by the Institute of a statement of a case
and decision, including cases in which a guilty plea was entered without a
hearing, on application of the member concerned to the secretary of the trial
board, the appropriate panel of the trial board that last heard the case and whose
decision provided the basis for the publication or, where the original panel cannot
be reappointed, or in the case of a guilty plea, a newly formed panel, may, by a
two-thirds vote of the members present and voting, rescind or modify such
decision. Any such action shall be published by the Institute. The denial of an
application under this section shall not be published and shall not prevent the
member concerned from applying for reinstatement under section (2) hereof.
[As revised by Council May 26, 1993 and May 15, 2000 ]
(2) That
(a)
Should a judgment of conviction or an order of a governmental authority
on which the suspension or termination of membership was based under
section 7.3 of the bylaws be reversed or otherwise set aside or invalidated,
such suspension shall terminate or such member shall become reinstated
when a certified copy of the order reversing or otherwise setting aside or
invalidating such conviction or order is filed with the secretary of the joint
trial board, who shall refer the matter to the professional ethics division
for whatever action it deems appropriate.
(b)
A member who has been suspended or expelled by the trial board pursuant
to section 7.4 of the bylaws may request that the suspension terminate or
may request reinstatement if a judgment of conviction, an order or finding
of any court, or an order of the governmental authority on which the
suspension or expulsion was based has been reversed or otherwise set
aside or invalidated. Such request shall be referred to the trial board
whereupon a hearing panel composed of five members designated by the
chairman of the trial board may, after investigating all related
circumstances, terminate the suspension or reinstate the member
concerned by a majority vote of the members present and entitled to vote.
(c)
Except as provided in subparagraphs (a) and (b) of this paragraph (2), a
member whose membership has been automatically terminated under
section 7.3, or who has been expelled by or had the member's resignation
accepted by a panel of the trial board may, at any time after three years
from the effective date of such termination, expulsion, or acceptance of
resignation, request reinstatement of their membership. Such request shall
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be referred to the trial board, whereupon the chairman shall designate five
members of the board to a hearing panel which may, after investigation,
reinstate such member on such terms and conditions as it shall determine
to be appropriate. If an application for reinstatement under this
subparagraph is denied, the member concerned may again apply for
reinstatement at any time after two years from the date of such denial.
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BL Section 760
7.6 Publication ofDisciplinary Action
As amended
January 12,1988
and May 15,2000

.01

Notice of disciplinary action pursuant to section 7.3 or 7.4 or of termination of
participation of a member or a member's firm in an Institute-approved practice
monitoring program, together with a statement of the reasons therefor, shall be
published in such form and manner as the Council may prescribe.

(See section 760R.)

[As amended May 15, 2000.]
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BL Section 760R
Implementing Resolution Under Section 7.6 Publication of
Disciplinary Action
As amended
May 26,1993
May 15, 2000

Resolved:
.01
That notice of disciplinary action taken under section 7.3 or 7.4 of the bylaws or
of termination of participation of a member or a member’s firm in an Instituteapproved practice monitoring program, and the basis therefor shall be published
by the Institute and the professional ethics division shall maintain a record of such
information and disclose that information upon request. In the case of a
suspension or termination pursuant to section 7.3 of the bylaws, such notice shall
be in a form approved by the chairman of the trial board, and shall disclose the
name of the member concerned. In any action pursuant to section 7.4 of the
bylaws in which the member is found guilty or has entered into a settlement
agreement with the professional ethics executive committee, the trial board or
panel hearing the case shall decide on the form of the notice of the case and the
decision to be published, which notice shall disclose the name of the member
involved and the terms and conditions of any settlement agreement and the nature
of the violation. The statement and decision, as released by the chairman, trial
board, or hearing panel, shall be published by the Institute. No such publication
shall be made until such decision has become effective.
[As amended May 15, 2000.]
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BL Section 770
7.7 Disciplinary Sections Not to Be Applied Retroactively
As amended
January 12,1988

.01

Revised January 2000

Sections 7.3 and 7.4 shall not be applied to offenses of wrongful conduct
occurring prior to their effective dates, but such offenses shall be subject
to discipline under the bylaws of the Institute in effect at the time of their
occurrence.
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Section 3

Guidelines for Sanctions

Revised October 13, 2000

October 13, 2000

AICPA TRIAL BOARD
GUIDELINES FOR SANCTIONS

INTRODUCTION

When a Trial Board Hearing Panel (Panel) reaches a decision that a respondent is guilty of
violating a provision of the Bylaws or the Code of Professional Conduct (hereinafter referred
to simply as the Rules), a decision has to be made as to the sanctions to be applied. A Panel
has the authority and the concomitant responsibility to select the appropriate sanctions under
the circumstances. The purpose of this document is to provide some guidance regarding
sanctions. None of the materials herein constitutes rules of the Trial Board.
If a Panel believes a respondent is guilty of the violation charged, the only legitimate exception
to entering a guilty finding would be to recommend, where appropriate, that a resignation be
accepted. (See Rules of Procedure and Practice of the Joint Trial Board, Rule 2, Section II for
the recommendation process.) Such a recommendation should be rare, e.g., situations where
there is an advanced age or a terminal illness.
Under Section 7.6 of the Bylaws all guilty findings are required to be published. (The
acceptance of a resignation is not published.) The fact of publication should not affect a
Panel's decision as to guilt.
A respondent might offer to restrict his or her practice in the future to exclude the type of
engagements involved in a technical standards violation. While such an offer might be viewed
as being in the public interest, it should not affect a decision as to whether the respondent is
guilty. Nor should it affect the nature or extent of sanctions. Such commitments cannot be
enforced by the Institute.

A Panel also could conclude that a respondent is not guilty of violating a particular provision
of the Rules as charged but believes the respondent is guilty of a violation that is not charged.
The Panel can only make a decision on the violation charged. Further, a belief about a
violation not charged must not be a factor in reaching a decision on the violation charged or
the sanctions imposed.

Past findings of guilt and guilty pleas by the respondent may appropriately be considered in
reaching a decision as to the sanctions to be applied for a current violation.
It has been the practice of the Professional Ethics Committee to recommend the nature and
extent of sanctions if a respondent is found guilty as charged. The recommendation of the
Professional Ethics Committee is an appropriate place to start when considering sanctions. The
ultimate decision should be based on the Panel's judgment, taking into consideration all factors
the Panel believes are relevant, e.g., the attitude of the respondent, the extent of actual or
potential damage to third parties, the recall of a report or financial statement, actions taken by
other authorities, and actions of the respondent since the infraction.
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LEVEL OF SANCTIONS

For purposes of these guidelines, there are three levels of sanctions, one of which must be
selected after a guilty finding.

Expulsion — Terminating the respondent's membership with a related loss of all
benefits, including the right to participate in all insurance and other programs of the
Institute. A vote of two-thirds of those present and voting is required to expel a
respondent.
Suspension -- The temporary loss of certain of a respondent's membership rights for a
period to be determined by the panel, not to exceed two years. The rights lost are the
rights to attend a meeting of the Institute, to vote on an issue put to the membership of
the Institute, to participate in Institute committee activities and to represent that the
individual is a member of the Institute. The respondent will not lose the right to
participate in benefit programs of the Institute, e.g., insurance programs. The
respondent will still be required to fulfill CPE and peer review requirements and pay
dues. A vote of a majority of those present and voting is required to suspend a
respondent.
Admonishment — A statement made to the respondent that he or she has failed in
fulfilling his or her professional obligation under either the Bylaws or the Code of
Professional Conduct. An admonishment is delivered by the Panel Chairperson at the
end of the hearing. An admonishment is the lowest level of sanction that can be
applied. A vote of a majority of those present and voting is required to admonish a
respondent.

OTHER POSSIBLE REQUIREMENTS

In addition to a decision on the level of sanction, a Panel must decide whether the sanction
should include other requirements. If the sanction is expulsion, it is not appropriate to add
other requirements but it is appropriate to consider them in the case of a suspension or an
admonishment.
Continuing Professional Education -- If a respondent is found guilty of a departure
from a technical standard, the Panel may require completion of specified professional
development courses. Under this broad authority a Panel may require a respondent to
complete a course on professional ethics if a lack of knowledge of the technical
requirements of the Code of Professional Conduct is shown. A Panel should require a
respondent to undertake CPE only as an educational endeavor and not as a punitive
measure. Accordingly, the nature and amount of CPE should reflect the educational
needs of the respondent. In keeping with the educational focus, the decision on the
extent of CPE should be made without regard to the nature or amount of CPE required
by the relevant State Board of Accountancy. When CPE is required, the Panel should
include in its findings, that the respondent is required to report the completion of the
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CPE to the Professional Ethics Committee.
Follow-Up Practice Review - A respondent may be required, in the interest of
protecting the public, to submit documentation for one or more subsequent
engagements to the Professional Ethics Committee for review. The Panel should
specify the date by which a respondent is to submit the list of engagements and the
number of engagements that are to be included on the list. If a submitted engagement
does not comply with professional standards, it would be subject to a new charge of
violating the Rules.

GENERAL SANCTION GUIDELINES
Following is a discussion of a number of factors that may apply to a particular situation. A
Panel should consider all relevant factors in reaching a decision:
1. Independence is the hallmark of the profession. A knowing violation of the independence
rules or a reckless disregard of the interpretations thereof, should result in expulsion of the
respondent. In rare cases, there may be unusual extenuating circumstances that justify a
lesser sanction.

2. Client and third party trust in the CPA is extremely important to the profession. A
knowing violation or reckless disregard of the principles of confidentiality or integrity
should be considered cause for expulsion. In rare cases, there may be unusual extenuating
circumstances that justify a lesser sanction.

3. If a respondent acted with willful disregard for any other known Rule, or acted with
reckless disregard for whether a Rule exists, he or she generally should be expelled.
4. In determining a sanction, underlying circumstances should be considered, such as:

a. Did the violation involve ignorance of the Rule or the poor application of
judgment? Generally, ignorance, i.e., the failure to exercise diligence in gaining
knowledge of applicable Rules, is more serious than making a mistake in judgment
in applying a Rule.
b. Was the matter simple or complex? Generally, it is more serious to misapply
judgment in a simple situation than to one that is complex.
c. Has the profession changed the rule since the infraction? If so, how? Generally, if
the rule has subsequently been eased, the violation should be looked upon as less
serious.
d. Has the respondent done something since the violation, to protect against the
occurrence of future problems, such as voluntarily taking CPE, complying with
some other authority's directive, or putting relevant quality control procedures in
place? Generally, a lesser sanction would be appropriate where this has occurred.
e. Does the respondent accept responsibility for the violation and is he or she
interested in doing what is necessary to avoid a violation in the future? A genuine
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f.

g.

h.

i.

attitude of wanting to improve performance alleviates concern about future
performance and generally justifies a lesser sanction.
What was the effect on third parties? Generally it is more serious when third parties
are directly affected by a violation.
Does the case include multiple violation of the Rules? Violation of many Rules in
connection with one engagement/situation is usually more serious than the violation
of just one Rule.
Was it necessary to reissue a report? Where the matter involves a report, generally
it is more serious if the violation necessitates reissuing that report and it was not
reissued. If the report was reissued, the promptness of reissuance should be
considered.
Has the respondent previously plead guilty to or been found guilty of violating the
Rules? Generally, greater sanctions are appropriate where the respondent has plead
guilty to or been found guilty of prior violations.

5. When the violation involves a technical standard, the respondent generally should be
required to complete specified CPE and be subject to follow-up practice review. The
choice of whether one or both should be applied, and if so the extent, should be affected by
the underlying circumstances. The factors in item 4 above should be considered. (In this
connection the Panel should keep in mind that the goal of CPE is educational, not punitive.
In the case of follow-up reviews, the motivation is protection of the public.) In addition,
the following should be considered:
a. Multiple violations of a single rule or violation of many rules generally should
result in a greater amount of CPE and in follow-up practice review.
b. The nature of the violation and apparent knowledge of the respondent should affect
the nature of the CPE.
c. The availability of CPE that deals specifically with the area of the violation.
d. Recently completed CPE, if in the relevant area, should serve to decrease the
amount of CPE required of a respondent.

SPECIFIC GUIDELINES FOR CASES OF NON-COOPERATION WITH INVESTIGATIONS

Following are guidelines for sanctions for those found guilty in non-cooperation cases:

1. If a respondent appears at the hearing, has not been willful in his or her reaction to
cooperation, and promises to cooperate in the future, he or she should be admonished
(which is published) and warned that if non-cooperation continues, he or she will be
expelled. (A subsequent refusal to cooperate would be a separate charge.)
2. If a respondent does not appear, has been willful in refusing to cooperate, or has failed to
cooperate after previously having been sanctioned for failure to cooperate in the current or
any prior investigation, he or she should be expelled. (The panel should keep in mind that,
conceptually, refusal by a member to abide by the Rules, which requires cooperation, is a
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repudiation of that membership and expulsion is a completion of the repudiation. It is not
appropriate to suspend the member in lieu of expulsion.)

SPECIFIC GUIDELINES FOR CASES OF NON-COMPLIANCE WITH SANCTIONS
Following are guidelines for situations where a matter is referred to Panel because of questions
about compliance with the sanctions:
1. Generally, a respondent who failed to comply with CPE or Follow-up Practice Review
sanctions should be expelled. If there are extenuating circumstances, a Panel may consider
alternatives to expulsion.

2. If there are extenuating circumstances as to why a respondent has not complied with
sanctions, the Panel may consider:
a. Granting an extension of time for compliance or
b. If some aspect of a sanction is not practical under current circumstances, permit the
respondent to comply with alternative sanctions.
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Section 4

Hearing Proceedings

WORK AID-CHAIR
HEARING PANEL
HEARING PROCEEDINGS

(Note: When the respondent is not present, you need only to read the steps marked with an *)
1. *

CALL TO ORDER, IDENTIFICATION AND ROLL CALL
When the court reporter is ready, call the meeting to order, identify the individual
functioning as Secretary of the proceedings and ask the Secretary to identify the parties.
“I call this hearing to order. Mr.will be functioning as
the Secretary of this hearing. Mr., please call the roll
the members of the panel and identify the other persons
present.”

Hearing Panel Members
Ethics Charging Authority
Respondent
Respondent Counsel
Others
2. * QUORUM
If the Secretary does not announce that a quorum of the hearing panel is present, make
that announcement.
3. * ABSENCE OF RESPONDENT
If respondent is not present either in person or by way of a representative, ask whether
anyone has a reason not to proceed, decide whether to proceed, and announce on the
record the decision whether to proceed.
“Under the circumstances, the panel has concluded, it is
appropriate to proceed with this hearing in the absence of the
respondent.”

4.

POSTPONEMENT
If the respondent requests a postponement, hear the reasons, ask the ethics charging
authority for its comments, and adjourn to executive session to decide by majority vote
whether the postponement will be granted.

5. * CONFIDENTIALITY
Statement “I caution each person present that this hearing and all
matters discussed at this hearing are confidential. If there is a
finding of guilty, the hearing panel chair will decide on the

content of publication of the finding. All matters discussed at
this hearing beyond any such publication will remain
confidential.”
6. * READING OF CHARGES
“We will dispense with the formal reading of the notice of
charges, which will be part of the formal record, unless such
reading is requested by the hearing panel or the respondent.”

7. * RULES OF PROCEDURE & PRACTICE
“This hearing will be conducted in accordance with the Rules
of Procedure and Practice of the Joint Trial Board, a copy of
which previously has been furnished to the respondent. This is
not a court of law and the procedural rules of a court of law do
not apply. Our purpose here is simply a fair hearing of the
issues. If there is any objection to any line of questioning or to
the submission of any documents, I will rule on the objection.”

(Note: Part of the responsibility of the Chair is to maintain reasonable
order in the proceeding. This would include ruling questions out of
order (e.g., a question from a panel member about an apparent violation
that is not included in the ECA charges) and otherwise keeping the
hearing within the procedural rules of the Joint Trial Board Division. In
the process of doing this, a degree of latitude should be allowed to all
parties.)
8.

9

WITNESS PROCEDURE
Any witnesses will be questioned first by the party calling them, second by the opposing
party, and third by the panel.

* PRESENTATION OF CASE
Call on the ethics charging authority to present the case.
“At this time, I ask the ethics charging authority to present its
case against the respondent.”

10. * EXHIBITS
Pass to opposing party for inspection.
ECA exhibits are numbered.
Respondent exhibits are lettered.
Announce (Rule) on acceptance of exhibit.
“ECA (Respondent) Exhibit

is admitted.”

or

“The proposed Exhibit is not admitted.”
Pass to panel members if admitted

11.

RESPONDENT'S QUESTIONS
At the completion of the ethics charging authority presentation, advise the respondent
“At this point, the respondent may ask the ethics charging
authority any questions regarding their presentation. After
that you are requested to present an answer to the charges and
submit any evidence in support of your answer. Do you wish
to ask any questions of the ethics charging authority at this
time?”

12.

RESPONDENT'S ANSWER
To the respondent
“At this time, I ask the respondent to please present your
answer to the charges.”

13.

ETHICS CHARGING AUTHORITY QUESTIONS
At the completion of the respondent's presentation

“Does the ethics charging authority wish to ask any questions
of the respondent?”
14.

REBUTTAL
Ask the ethics charging authority
“Does the ethics charging authority wish to present any
rebuttal to the respondent's presentation.”

(Note: Rebuttal should be limited to matters presented in respondent's presentation.)

15.

REBUTTAL CROSS EXAMINATION
Ask if the respondent has any questions of the ECA on their rebuttal presentation
“Does the respondent have any questions of the ethics charging
authority regarding their rebuttal presentation?”

This should be limited to just asking questions and not be another presentation by the
respondent (a sur-rebuttal). If the respondent goes into a sur-rebuttal advise him/her that
an opportunity will be presented for a summary following panel members questions.

16. * PANEL MEMBERS QUESTIONS
“At this time, I ask the hearing panel members if they have
any questions of either the ethics charging authority or the
respondent?”

(Start at one end and go in order, Chair generally goes last. After last member, ask if
there are any follow-up questions from panel members.)
17. * SUMMARY OF POSITIONS
Ask the ethics charging authority and then the respondent if they wish to summarize their
case

“Does the ethics charging authority wish to present a summary
of their case at this time?”
“Does the respondent wish to present a defense summary at
this time?”

18. * DELIBERATIONS
Advise the respondent and the ethics charging authority
“It is our practice to have our legal counsel remain with the
panel during its deliberations to advise us on policies and
procedures.”
“We will now go into executive session to consider the charges
and ask everyone other than the panel and AICPA legal
counsel to leave the room.”

19. * EXECUTIVE SESSION
a.

Use the Hearing Worksheet as an aid for deliberations.

b.

First consider whether the ECA has established their case for each of the alleged
Rule violations.

c.

If the respondent is found guilty on any of the violations, decide on the sanctions
to be imposed. Consider the Guidelines for Sanctions.

d.

After deciding on the sanctions, decide on whether the findings are to be referred
to the relevant state board of accountancy. If the sanctions include expulsion,
direct notification to the Board is automatic unless the panel votes that such
notification should not be made. If expulsion is not part of the sanctions,
notification will not be made unless the panel votes that such notification should
be made. Generally, in non-expulsion situations, such a referral should be made

only where it is the panels intent that suspension or revocation of the respondent's
license should be sought.

e.

Consider what should be included in the publication of a guilty finding or agree to
delegate the decision to the panel chair.

20. * RECONVENE
Invite everyone back into the room. State on the record whether all parties present prior
to the executive session are present.

"This hearing is reconvened and for the record all parties
present prior to the executive session are now present (with the
exception of).”
21. * FINDING
Announce the findings of the panel including:

a.

Whether guilty or innocent of each of the violations charged.

b.

If found guilty of any of the charges, the sanctions.

c.

If the sanctions include specifically identified CPE courses, include in the
announcement of the sanctions that if any of the courses cease to be offered, the
Professional Ethics Division should be informed and a replacement course will be
selected by the Chair of the Trial Board.

Also, if the respondent is required to pass the ethics exam with a grade of 90% or
better, please notify the respondent that she/he is to select L on the grading sheet.
If not, their exam will be graded with a passing score of only 75%.
d.

If the sanctions include follow-up practice review, advise the respondent that
he/she is to coordinate the review with the Professional Ethics Division.

e.

If the sanctions include suspension of membership, point out to the respondent
that neither he/she or his/her firm (assuming the individual is a "partner" in the
firm) may include on their letterhead during the period of suspension a reference
to membership in the AICPA.

f.

If guilty, advise that the respondent's name will be published by the Institute in an
appropriate periodical and on the Institute's website and/or in a membership
periodical of the state society, if appropriate. If the respondent was found not
guilty on all charges, advise the respondent that the results of the hearing will not
be published unless the respondent requests such publication.

g.

If the finding is to be reported to the relevant state board of accountancy, so
advise the respondent.

h.

Advise a guilty respondent that he/she may request a review of the decision by
writing a letter to the Secretary of the Joint Trial Board, Richard I. Miller, at
AICPA, 1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10036. The request
must be received by the Secretary within 30 days of the decision (today). Request
the Secretary of the hearing to so advise the respondent in writing.

Example - Use only relevant parts
“Mr./Ms.
, the panel has considered the charges against you and
based on the evidence presented in this hearing the panel finds you guilty as
charged of a violation of Rule
and Rule
of the Code of
Professional Conduct of the (American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants) ([state] Society of Certified Public Accountants).”

“The panel did not find the evidence presented in support of the charge of
violation of Rule sufficient for a finding of guilty.”
“Based on the guilty finding the panel has voted to [sanctions].”

“This finding, including your name, will be published by the Institute in an
appropriate periodical and on the Institute's website and/or a membership
periodical of the state society, if appropriate.”
“Documentation of compliance with CPE requirements is to be provided to
the Professional Ethics Division. If any course specified in the sanctions
should cease to be offered before it is taken, inform the Professional Ethics
Division and the Chair of the Trial Board will designate an alternative
course.”

“The follow-up practice review is to be coordinated with the Professional
Ethics Division.”
“During the period of your suspension, you [your firm] may not include in
your [its] letterhead a statement that you [your firm] is a member of the
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.”

“Since yon have been found not guilty on all charges, no publication of this
hearing will be made unless requested by you.”
“In accordance with the practices of the Joint Trial Board, notification of the
decision of this panel will be sent to the relevant State Board of Accountancy
after the effective date of the decision.”
“Under the Rules of Procedures & Practice of the Joint Trial Board, you
may request a review of this decision. If you decide to do so, you must write a
letter to the Secretary of the Joint Trial Board, Richard I. Miller at AICPA,

1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, New York 10036. The letter must
be received by the Secretary within 30 days of today. The Secretary is
requested to advise the respondent in writing of this right.”
22. *

Inquire as to whether there are any other matters to be addressed. When all matters have
been addressed, close the hearing.
“If there are no other matters to come before this hearing panel, this
hearing is closed.”
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WORK AID CHAIR REVIEW PANEL

REVIEW PROCEEDINGS

1.

CALL TO ORDER, IDENTIFICATION AND ROLL CALL
When the court reporter is ready, call the meeting to order, identify the individual
functioning as Secretary of the proceedings and ask the Secretary to identify the parties.
“I call this hearing to order. Mr.will be functioning as
the Secretary of this hearing. Mr., please call the roll
of the members of the panel and identify the other persons
present.”
Review Panel Members
Ethics Charging Authority
Respondent
Respondent Counsel
Others

2.

QUORUM
If the Secretary does not announce that a quorum of the review panel is present, make that
announcement.

3.

ABSENCE OF RESPONDENT
If respondent is not present, either in person or by way of a representative, ask whether
anyone has a reason not to proceed, decide whether to proceed, and announce on the
record the decision whether to proceed

“Under the circumstances, the panel has concluded it is
appropriate to proceed with this hearing in the absence of the
respondent.”

4.

POSTPONEMENT
If the respondent requests a postponement, hear the reasons, ask the ethics charging
authority for its comments, and adjourn to executive session to decide by majority vote
whether the postponement will be granted.
CONFIDENTIALITY
Statement-

“I caution each person present that this hearing and all
matters discussed at this hearing are confidential. If there is a
finding of guilty the review panel chair will decide on the

content of publication of the finding. All matters discussed at
this hearing beyond any such publication will remain
confidential. ”

6.

READING OF CHARGES
“We will dispense with the formal reading of the notice of
charges, which will be part of the formal record, unless such
reading is requested by the review panel or the respondent.”

7.

RULES OF PROCEDURE & PRACTICE

“This hearing will be conducted in accordance with the Rules
of Procedure and Practice of the Joint Trial Board, a copy of
which previously has been furnished to the respondent. This is
not a court of law and the procedural rules of a court of law do
not apply. Our purpose here is simply a fair hearing of the
issues. If there is any objection to any line of questioning or to
the submission of any documents, I will rule on the objection.”
(Note: Part of the responsibility of the Chair is to maintain
reasonable order in the proceeding. This would include ruling
questions out of order (e.g., a question from a panel member about
an apparent violation that is not included in the ECA charges) and
otherwise keeping the hearing within the procedural rules of the
Joint Trial Board Division. In the process of doing this, a degree of
latitude should be allowed to all parties.)
8.

BURDEN OF RESPONDENT

“This is a review hearing that is considering the decision
reached on [date] by a hearing panel on charges against
[name]. It should be noted for the benefit of members of the
review panel, the respondent, and the ethics charging
authority representatives, that the respondent bears the
burden of convincing the panel that there should be a change
in the decision of the hearing panel. This panel may, after
hearing the case, affirm, modify, or reverse all or any part of
the decision of, or sanction imposed by, the hearing panel or
make such other disposition of the case it deems appropriate.”

9.

WITNESS PROCEDURE
Any witnesses will be questioned first by the party calling them, second by the opposing
party, and third by the panel.

10.

PRESENTATION OF CASE
Call on the respondent to present his or her case.

“At this time, I ask the respondent to present your case on why
the decision of the original hearing panel should be changed.”
11.

EXHIBITS
Pass to opposing party for inspection.
ECA exhibits are numbered.
Respondent exhibits are lettered.
Announce (Rule) on acceptance of exhibit.
“ECA (Respondent) Exhibit

is admitted.”

or
“The proposed Exhibit is not admitted.”

Pass to panel members if admitted.
12.

ETHICS CHARGING AUTHORITY QUESTIONS
At completion of respondent’s presentation, advise the ethics charging authority

“At this point, representatives of the ethics charging authority
may ask the respondent any questions regarding his/her
presentation. After that, you will be allowed to make a
presentation and submit evidence in support of your reply. Do
you wish to ask any questions of the respondent at this time?”

13.

ETHICS CHARGING AUTHORITY PRESENTATION
Ask the ethics charging authority if they wish to make a presentation at this time
“Does the ethics charging authority wish to
presentation at this time?”

make a

(There is no provision in the Rules for questioning of the ethics charging authority by the
respondent.)
14.

PANEL MEMBERS’ QUESTIONS
“At this time, I ask the review panel members if they have any
questions of either the respondent or the ethics charging
authority?”

(Start at one end and go in order, Chair generally goes last. After last member, ask if there
are any follow-up questions from panel members.)
15.

SUMMARY OF POSITIONS
Ask the respondent and then the ethics charging authority if they wish to summarize their
case
“Does the respondent wish to present a summary at this time?”
“Does the ethics charging authority wish to present a summary
of their case at this time?”

16.

DELIBERATIONS
Advise the respondent and the ethics charging authority
“It is our practice to have our legal counsel remain with the
panel during its deliberations to advise us on policies and
procedures.”

“We will now go into executive session to consider the charges
and ask everyone other than the panel and AICPA legal
counsel to leave the room.”

17.

EXECUTIVE SESSION
a.

First determine by majority vote if any change is to be made in decision of hearing
panel.

b.

If there is a majority vote to change:
i.

Use the Hearing Worksheet as an aid for deliberations.

ii.

First consider whether the ECA has established their case for each of the
alleged Rule violations.

iii.

If the respondent is found guilty on any of the violations, decide on the
sanctions to be imposed. Consider the Guidelines for Sanctions.

iv.

After deciding on the sanctions, decide on whether the findings are to be
referred to the relevant state board of accountancy. If the sanctions include
expulsion, direct notification to the Board is automatic unless the panel votes
that such notification should not be made. If expulsion is not part of the
sanctions, notification will not be made unless the panel votes that such
notification should be made. Generally, in non-expulsion situations, such a
referral should be made only where it is the panels interest that suspension or
revocation of the respondent’s license should be sought.

v.

18.

Consider what should be included in the publication of a guilty finding or
agree to delegate the decision to the panel chair.

RECONVENE
Invite everyone back into the room. State on the record whether all the parties present prior
to the executive session are present.

“This hearing is reconvened and, for the record, all parties
present prior to the executive session are now present (with the
exception of).”
19.

FINDING
Announce the findings of the review panel including:
a.

Whether the findings of the hearing panel have been confirmed.

b.

Whether guilty or innocent of each of the violations charged.

c.

If found guilty of any of the charges, the sanctions.

d.

If the sanctions include specifically identified CPE courses, include in the
announcement of the sanctions that if any of the courses cease to be offered the
Professional Ethic Division should be informed and the Chair of the Trial Board will
select a replacement course.
Also, if the respondent is required to pass the ethics exam with a grade of 90% or
better, please notify the respondent that she/he is to select L on the grading sheet. If
not, their exam will be graded with a passing score of only 75%.

e.

If the sanctions include follow-up practice review, advise the respondent that he/she
is to coordinate the review with the Professional Ethics Division.

f.

If the sanctions include suspension of membership, point out to the respondent that
neither he/she or his/her firm (assuming the individual is a “partner” in the firm) may
include on their letterhead during the period of suspension a reference to
membership in the AICPA.

g.

If guilty, advise that the respondent’s name will be published in a membership
periodical of the Institute and on the Institute's website and/or in a membership
periodical of the state society, if appropriate. If the respondent was found not guilty
on all charges, advise the respondent that the results of the hearing will not be
published unless the respondent requests such publication.

h.

If the finding is to be reported to the relevant state board of accountancy, so advise
the respondent.

i.

Advise a guilty respondent that the finding of the review panel is final and that there
is no right to request a further review under the Rules of Procedure and Practice of
the Joint Trial Board.

Example - Confirmation
“Mr./Ms., the review panel has considered the decision
of the hearing panel and affirms the decision that found you
guilty as charged or a violation of Rule
and Rule
of the Code of Professional Conduct of the (American Institute
of Certified Public Accountants) [state] Society of Certified
Public Accountants).”

Example - Change
“Mr./Ms., the panel has considered the decision of the
hearing panel and has voted:
that the decision of the hearing panel should be
reversed on the basis that the evidence presented in
support of the charge of violating Rule
and Rule
is not sufficient for a finding of guilty.

a)

or
b)

to modify [that decision] ]the sanction decided upon by
the panel].”

Addition if guilty - Use only relevant parts
“It is the judgement of the review panel that you are guilty as
charged of a violation of Rule
and Rule
of the Code
of Professional Conduct of the (American Institute of Certified
Public Accountants) [(state)_] Society of Certified Public
Accountants).”
“The panel did not find the evidence presented in support of
the charge of violation of Rule
sufficient for a finding
of not guilty.”

“Based on the guilty finding, the panel has voted to
[sanctions].”
“This finding, including your name, will be published in a
membership periodical of the Institute and on the Institute's

website and/or a membership periodical of the state society, if
appropriate.”

“Documentation of compliance with CPE requirements is to be
provided to the Professional Ethics Division. If any course
specified in the sanctions should cease to be offered before it is
taken, inform the Professional Ethics Division and the Chair of
the Trial Board will designate an alternative course.”

“The follow-up practice review is to be coordinated with the
Professional Ethics Division.”
“During the period of your suspension you [your firm] may
not include in your [its] letterhead a statement that you [your
firm] is a member of the American Institute of Certified Public
Accountants and or the State Society, if appropriate”

“In accordance with the Rules of Procedure & Practice of the
Joint Trial Board, notification of the decision of this panel will
be sent to the relevant state board of accountancy.”
“Under the Rules of Procedure & Practice of the Joint Trial
Board, this decision is final and there is no right to request a
further review of this decision.”

If respondent is found not guilty on all charges

“Since you have been found not guilty on all charges no
publication of this or the original hearing will be made unless
requested by you.”

20.

Inquire as to whether there are any other matters to be addressed. When all matters have
been addressed, close the hearing.
“If there are no other matters to come before this hearing

panel, this hearing is closed?”
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WORK AID - CHAIR
REINSTATEMENT PANEL

REINSTATEMENT HEARING PROCEEDINGS
(Note: When the applicant is not present, you need only read the steps marked with an *)

1.

*CALL TO ORDER, IDENTIFICATION AND ROLL CALL
When the court reporter is ready, call the hearing to order, identify the individual
functioning as Secretary of the proceedings and ask the Secretary to identify the
persons set out below.
"I call this hearing to order. Mr.will be functioning
as the Secretary of this hearing. Mr., please call the
roll the members of the panel and identify the other persons
present.”

Hearing Panel Members
Applicant for Reinstatement
Applicant's Counsel (if present)
Others
2.

*QUORUM
If the Secretary does not announce that a quorum of the hearing panel is present,
make that announcement.

3.

* ABSENCE OF APPLICANT
If the applicant is not present either in person or by way of a representative, ask
whether anyone has a reason not to proceed, decide whether to proceed, and
announce on the record the decision whether to proceed.

"Under the circumstances, the panel has concluded, it is appropriate
to proceed with this hearing in the absence of the applicant."
4.

If the applicant requests a postponement, hear the reasons and adjourn to executive
session to decide by majority whether a postponement will be granted.

5.

* CONFIDENTIALITY
Statement "I caution each person present that this hearing and all matters
discussed at this hearing are confidential. All matters discussed at
this hearing will remain confidential."

6. *RULES OF PROCEDURE & PRACTICE
"This hearing will be conducted in accordance with the Rules of
Procedure and Practice of the Joint Trial Board. This is not a court
of law and the procedural rules of a court of law do not apply. Our
purpose here is simply a fair hearing of the issues relevant to the
application for reinstatement. If there is any objection to any line of
questioning or to the submission of any documents, I will rule on the
objection.”

(Note: Part of the responsibility of the Chair is to maintain
reasonable order in the proceeding. This would include ruling
questions out of order (e.g., a question from a panel member that is
not relevant to the proceedings) and otherwise keeping the hearing
within the procedural rules of the Joint Trial Board Division. In the
process of doing this, a degree of latitude should be allowed to the
applicant.)
7. EXPLANATION OF PROCEEDINGS
Advise the applicant of the questions to be determined in the proceeding.

”Mr./Ms., we are here today to hear information
that you will give in support of your reinstatement request.
We are particularly interested in issues such as: would the
public interest be better served by your reinstatement; would
the profession be professionally strengthened; would the
Institute be in a better position to prevent further acts
discreditable to the profession as a result of your
reinstatement; would you be a better professional if the
application were granted; would the reputation and public
image of the profession be damaged as a result of your
reinstatement. In particular, we are looking for information
on facts and circumstances related to the offense,
employment and professional development activities since the
occurrence of the offense, the status of your State Society
memberships and licenses, indications of your professional
rehabilitation, your attitude and the likelihood of repetitive
violations. We are also interested in receiving any other
relevant material that you want to present, such as letters of
reference.”
8. PRESENTATION OF CASE
Call on the applicant to present the reasons for reinstatement.
”I now ask that you give us your reasons for requesting
reinstatement. If you wish to offer any additional material to

support your request that has not previously been provided to
the panel, you may do so at this time."
9. PANEL MEMBERS QUESTIONS
"At this time, I ask the hearing panel members if they have
any questions of the applicant?"

(Start at one end and go in order, Chair generally goes last. After the
last member, ask if there are any follow-up questions from panel
members.)
10. SUMMARY OF CASE
Ask the applicant if he/she wishes to summarize the case for
reinstatement.

"Does the applicant wish to present a summary at this
time?"
11. *DELIBERATIONS
Advise the applicant [or if the applicant is not present, state for the
record]

"It is our practice to have our legal counsel remain with the
panel during its deliberations to advise us on policies and
procedures."

"We will now go into executive session to consider the
application and ask everyone other than the panel and
AICPA legal counsel to leave the room."
12. *EXECUTIVE SESSION
Use the Hearing Worksheet as an aid for deliberations. Consider the
issues listed below.
FUNDAMENTAL QUESTIONS

If the applicant were reinstated:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Would the public interest be better served?
Would the profession be professionally strengthened?
Would the Institute be in a better position to prevent
further acts discreditable to the profession?
Would the applicant be a better professional?
Would the reputation and public image of the profession
be damaged?

EVIDENTIARY QUESTIONS
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.

g.
h.
i.
j.

Review of the nature of the offense and any mitigating
circumstances.
Time lapse since the offense.
Employment and professional development activities
since the offense.
Status of state society memberships and licenses.
Indications of professional rehabilitation.
Understanding of the applicant with respect to the
seriousness of acts discreditable to the profession.
Applicant's attitude, whether conciliatory or hostile.
Likelihood of repetitive violations.
Quality of letters of reference submitted.
Applicant's reaction to invitation for appearance before
the review panel.

13. *RECONVENE
Invite everyone back into the room. State on the record whether all
parties present prior to the executive session are present.
"This hearing is reconvened and for the record all parties
present prior to the executive session are now present (with
the exception of)."

14. *FINDING
Announce the findings of the panel including: whether the applicant is
reinstated and if not, advise the applicant that he/she must wait two years
before another application for reinstatement may be made:
If the applicant is present.
“Mr./Ms.the Panel has deliberated and voted to
reinstate your membership effective immediately.”

or
“Mr./Ms
the Panel has deliberated and has determined
that you should not be reinstated as a member of AICPA. In
accordance with the applicable resolution of the AICPA's
governing Council, you may again apply for reinstatement at
any time after two years from the date of this panel's
decision."

If the applicant is not present:

"The panel has deliberated and voted that the applicant
should be reinstated as a member of the AICPA effective
immediately.”
or

"The panel has deliberated and determined that the
applicant should not be reinstated as a member of the
AICPA. In accordance with the applicable resolution of the
AICPA’s governing Council, Mr./Ms.may apply
again for reinstatement at anytime after two years from the
date of this decision."
15. * Inquire as to whether there are any other matters to be addressed. When all
matters have been addressed, close the hearing.
"If there are no other matters to come before this hearing
panel, this reinstatement hearing is closed."

WORK AID - AD HOC COMMITTEE
REVIEW REQUEST

BASIS FOR A REVIEW

A review should be granted only if the Ad Hoc Committee finds sufficient reason to grant
the request. The respondent must provide adequate support for the reasons for the review.
Sufficient reasons would include:

1.

The findings of the hearing panel on the question of guilt are inconsistent with or
not supported by the evidence.

2.

The sanctions imposed by the hearing panel are clearly disproportionate to the
offense.

3.

The hearing panel has misinterpreted any applicable rule of ethical conduct that
applied to the respondent.

4.

The respondent has provided new evidence that existed but was unknown at time
of original hearing that is competent and relevant and has the potential to have
changed the result of the hearing.

1/3/01

WORK AID - AD HOC COMMITTEE
NON-APPLICATION OF AUTOMATIC SUSPENSION/TERMINATION

BASIS FOR WAIVER AND RELATED MATTERS

BASIS FOR A WAIVER

A determination that bylaw sections 7.3.1 or 7.3.2 shall not become operative shall be
made only when, in the judgement of the ad hoc committee, it clearly appears that
because of exceptional or unusual circumstances, such automatic suspension or
termination should not take effect.

PROCEDURAL MATTERS
By majority vote, the ad hoc committee may request that the petitioner submit additional
written material in support of the request or appear before the committee. Such
appearance is not a right and should be done only to clarify matters raised in the request
that cannot be clarified by submission of additional printed material.

RESULT

If denied, suspension or termination is effective upon denial. If granted, the matter is
transmitted to the Professional Ethics Division for whatever action it considers proper in
the circumstances, e.g. the Division could decide to bring charges or not to pursue the
matter.
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Walter P. Kunz.......................................... ............................. Millard T. Charlton & Associates
4703 Annapolis Road
Chair
Bladensburg, MD 20710-1201
Phone: (301)927-7150
Fax:
(301) 927-5407
EMail:
Carolyn C. Riticher.................................... ............................. Windham Brannon, P.C.
1355 Peachtree St., NE, Ste. 200
Vice Chair
Atlanta, GA 30309-3269
Phone: (404)898-2000
Fax:
(404)898-2010
EMail criticher@windhambrannon .co
Juan R. Aguerrebere, Jr............................ .......................... 6460 SW 52nd Street
Miami FL 33155
Phone: (305)567-0150
Fax:
(305)476-1551
EMail: jaguerrebere@paasco. com

Rhonda Cay Arant................................................................ BDO Seidman
285 Peachtree Center Avenue, Suite 800
Atlanta, GA 30303
Phone: (404)979-7181
Fax:
(404)688-1075
EMail: rarant@bdo. com
Michael D. Bergeron.................................. .......................... Bergeron & Lanaux, CPAs, APC
5779 Highway 311
Houma, LA 70360
Phone: (985)851-0883
Fax:
(985) 851-3014
EMail mberqeron@berqeronlanaux. co

David P. Boxer........................................... ............................ M.R. Weiser & Co., LLP
135 West 50th Street
New York, NY 10020-1299
Phone: (212)375-6721
Fax:
(212) 375-6888
EMail: dboxer@mrweiser. com
Terry L. Campbell...................................... ........................... 4004 Misty Morning Place
Casselberry, FL 32707-5290
Phone: (407)696-4380
Fax:
(407)696-6195
EMail: terryc@team-intl.com

Bradford A. Cannon................................. .............................. Rudd & Company PLLC
725 S. Woodruff Avenue
P.O. Box 1895
Idaho Falls, ID 83403-1895
Phone: (208)529-9276
Fax:....... (208) 523-1406
EMail: bacannon@ruddco. com

Randy E. Davis....................................... ........................... Carpenter, Mountjoy & Bressler, PSC
2300 Waterfront Plaza
Louisville, KY 40202-4256
Phone: (502)992-2755
Fax:
(502) 568-5626
EMail: rdavis@cmbcpa.com
Carol S. DeHaven..................................... ........................... DeHaven & DeHaven, PC
1355-C East Bradford Parkway
Springfield, MO 65804-4200
Phone: (417)887-3660
Fax:
(417) 887-5989
EMail: cdehaven@mindspring.com
Joseph R. DeMario................................... ..........................

Joseph R. DeMario
101 Loch Stone Lane
Cary, NC 25751
Phone: (919)816-9610
EMail: jdemario@earthlink.net

Wayne R. Ebersberger............................ .............................. Ernst & Young
233 S. Wacker Drive
Sears Tower
Chicago, IL 60606
Phone: (312)879-2088
Fax:
(312) 879-4014
EMail: wayne.ebersberqer@ey. com
Stephen H. Epstein................................... ............................ 4608 Maura Lane
West Bloomfield, Ml 48323
Phone: (248)851-7328
Fax:
(248) 851-2236
EMail: epsteinsh@earthlink. com

John G. Gerdener..................................... .............................. 1761 Canyon Lane
New Brighton, MN 55112
Phone: (612)381-8776
Fax:....... (612) 377-1325
EMail: jgerdener@lblco. com
William W. Gleason.................................. .........................

Suttle & Stalnaker, PLLC
The Virginia Center
1411 Virginia Street, East, Ste. 100
Charleston, WV 25301
Phone: (304) 720-3105
Fax:
(304) 343-8008
EMail: wgleason@suttlecpas. com

J. Louis Grant........................................ .............................. Robinson Grant & Co., P.A.
P. O. Drawer 22959
15 Lafayette Place, Suite A
Hilton Head Island, SC 29925-2959
Phone: (843)342-5151
Fax:
(843) 342-5180
EMail: louis@robinsoncgrant. com
Melinda M. Harper................................. .............................. 274 Vine Street
Denver, CO 80206
Phone: (303) 796-2600
Fax:
(303) 796-2612
EMail: mharper@cbiz.com

Thomas M. Herbert................................ ................................ Conservancy Oil Company
P. O. Box 865
2220 2nd SW
Albuquerque, NM 87102
Phone: (505)243-7434
Fax:
(505) 242-7235
EMail: tomherb@aol.com
Robert N. Hope...................................... ................................ All Alaskan Seafoods Ventures
2629 NW 54th Street
Seattle, WA 98107
Phone: (206)285-8200
Fax:
(206) 284-6276
EMail: hope@aasventures.com
Theodore H. Kreinik............................... .............................. Kreinik & Co., CPAs, LLC
800 Main Street, South, Ste. 218
Southbury, CT 06488
Phone: (203)267-6550
Fax:
(203) 267-6261
EMail: tkreinik@snet.net

Norman W. Lipshie............................................................... Marks, Shron & Paneth
622 3rd Avenue
New York, NY 10017
Phone: (212)201-3082
Fax:
(212)201-3083
EMail: nlipshie@markspanetl.com

Kyle A. Midkiff........................................ ............................. Nihill & Riedley, P.C.
The Curtis Center, Ste. 720 East
Independence Square West
Philadelphia, PA 19106
Phone: (215)238-6501
Fax:
(215) (215)238-8469
EMail: kmidkiff@nihillriedley. com
Leonard J. Miller..................................... ............................. Leonard J. Miller & Associates, Chtd.
425 Saint Paul Place
Baltimore, MD 21202-2107
Phone: (410)539-4600
Fax:....... (410) 539-7267
EMail leonardmiller@lenmiller.com

Rene D. Pena........................................................................ Starr, Colton, Pena, Vogel & Co., P.C.
4171 N. Mesa, Suite B-100
El Paso, TX 79902-1498
Phone: (915) 542-1733
Fax:
(915) 544-5440
EMail: rene@cpaelpaso.com

Marilyn W. Pielech................................................................ 8 Aurora Drive
Cumberland, RI 02864
Phone: (401)827-9020
Fax:
(401)658-5296
EMail: mwpcpa@hotmail. com
Joseph A. Ribaudo............................................................... 36 Winthrop Road
Hingham, MA 02043-3542
Phone: (781)749-6725
Fax:
(781) 749-5285
EMail: jribaudo@shore . net

Jeffrey L. Roblez.................................................................... 1580 El Dorado Drive
Lawrence, KS 66047-1612
Phone: (913)451-1882
Fax:
(913)451-2211
EMail: jroblez@mizehouser.com

John R. Rogers....................................................................... Wermer, Rogers, Doran & Ruzon
57 N. Ottawa Street, Ste. 202
Joliet, IL 60432-1389
Phone: (815)722-6693
Fax:
(815) 722-4263
EMail: darrylmiller@compuserve.com
Gordon E. Scherer................................................................ Horovitz, Rudoy & Roteman
436 Seventh Avenue, 6th Floor
Pittsburgh, PA 15219-1853
Phone: (412) 391-2920
Fax:
(412) 391-4703
EMail: gscherer@hrrcpa. com

Jerome P. Solomon.............................................................. Pannell Kerr Forster, P.C.
75 Federal Street, 9th Floor
Boston, MA 02110-1616
Phone: (617)753-9985
Fax:
(617) 753-9986
EMail: jsolomon@pkfworldwide . com
Robert Lee Vachon............................................................... Vachon, Clukay & Company, PC
45 Market Street
Manchester, NH 03101-1932
Phone: (603)622-7070
Fax:
(603)622-1452
EMail: rlvcpa@aol.com

Robert W. Van Arnum........................................................... 7 Wesley Court
Skillman, NJ 08558
Phone: (732) 828-1614
Fax:
(732) 828-5156
EMail: bvanarnum@withum.com

Michael Weinshel.................................................................... Germain, Weinshel & Rooney, LLC
799 Silver Lane
Trumbull, CT 06611-5301
Phone: (203) 377-2022
Fax:
(203) 377-0680
EMail: mweinshel@germaincpa.com
Albert S. Williams.................................................................. Albert S. Williams & Associates, Inc.
475 South Iris Court
Lakewood, CO 80226
Phone: (303) 985-1174
Fax:
(303) 980-8220
EMail: cpaasw@aol. com
Wes Williams........................................................................... Crowe, Chizek and Company, LLP
P. O. Box 7
330 E. Jefferson Boulevard
South Bend, IN 46624
Phone: (219)236-8626
Fax:
(219)236-8692
EMail: wwilliams@crowechizek.com

Sam Yellen............................................................................ 22433 Oxnard Street
Woodland Hills, CA 91367-3318
Phone: (818)883-2333
Fax:
(818)883-2333
EMail: no address

Richard I. Miller.............................................. ..................... AICPA
1211 Avenue of the Americas
General Counsel & Secretary
New York, NY 10036
Phone: (212) 596-6245
Fax:
(212) 596-6104
EMail: rmiller@aicpa.org
Paul V. Geoghan............................................ ..................... AICPA
1211 Avenue of the Americas
Assistant General Counsel
New York, NY 10036
Phone: (212)596-6099
Fax:
(212) 596-6104
EMail: pgeoghan@aicpa.org
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1455 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Assistant General Counsel
Washington, DC 20004
Phone: (202)434-9222
Fax:
(202) 638-4512
EMail: vwebb@aicpa.org
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Michael D. Bergeron, Louisiana
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A Team AICPA Note

Date:

December 19, 2001

To:

Jalecka Wanton Nieves

From:

Cynthia Kane

Subject.

Documents for ERP and ISO Initiatives

Attached is a copy of the Joint Trial Board’s manual, guilty plea forms and request for
reinstatement of terminated member’s form.

Please let me know if you need anything else

Attachments

AICPA
REQUEST FOR REINSTATEMENT OF TERMINATED MEMBERS
(PLEASE PRINT)

Name:

_________________________________________________________________________________________

___________ ________________________________________________________________________
(No. & Street)
(City)
(State)
(Zip Code)
Name of Firm or Organization:
Home Address:

Address:

__________________________________________________________________________________________
(No. & Street)
(City)
(State)
(Zip Code)

Please indicate address to be used for Institute mail:

Home □

Business □

CURRENT EMPLOYMENT
Public Accounting-Position (
Shareholder/Officer □

) if in public accounting

Individual Practitioner □

Partner □

Other than Public Accounting (Specify) (

Commerce or Industry □

Employee □

)

Government □

Education □

Military Service □

Title:_______________________________________________________________________
I hereby attest:

I was certified through passage of the uniform CPA examination in the state of
on
and am the holder in good standing of certificate number
of that state.
In the period since my membership was terminated I have not been, and am not currently, subject to any
disciplinary or ethics charges by any professional or governmental body.

If reinstated to membership, I agree to be governed by and to comply with the Bylaws and Code of Professional Ethics
of the Institute.

Date:

Signature:________________________________________________________

(please complete questions on back of form)
American Institute of Certified Public Accountants
1211 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10036-8775 • (212) 596-6200 • fax (212) 596-6213 • www aicpa org

Certified
The

Never Underestimate The Value ®

-2-

Do you have or have you had a CPA certificate or license to practice in any other state?
If yes, in which state{s)?_______________________________________________________________________________

Was your certificate or license to practice in any state ever suspended or revoked?
If yes, please give date(s)______________________________________________________________________________

Are you currently a member in good standing in any state society?
If yes, which one(s)?__________________________________________________________________________________

Has your membership in any state society ever been suspended or revoked?
If yes, please give date(s)_______________________________________________________________________________

Please indicate below your reasons for reapplying for membership in the AICPA.

Please include below any additional information, including a description of your present professional situation, your efforts to
enhance your stature in the profession, your civic and social activities, and any other information you feel is needed to properly
evaluate your request for reinstatement.

Sponsor's Statement: I am a member of the AICPA (or of the
personally acquainted with and recommend the applicant for reinstatement.

State Society) and am

Signature of Sponsor:_____________________________________________________________________________________

Print Name of Sponsor:

JOINT TRIAL BOARD
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

GUILTY PLEA

Respondent:
In consideration of avoiding a disciplinary hearing, I hereby plead guilty to the charges against me as
detailed in the Memorandum prepared by the Ethics Charging Authority (ECA) under the Joint Ethics
Enforcement Program, as stated below. I understand that the terms as shown on this page are not
subject to negotiations and must be accepted as is.

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

I acknowledge receipt of a Summons from the Joint Trial Board (JTB), a copy of the ECA
Memorandum detailing the charges against me and the recommended sanctions, and the Rules
and Procedures of the JTB.
I acknowledge that the ECA Memorandum provides adequate evidence as to the violations
charged.
I hereby waive my right to a hearing before a panel of the Joint Trial Board.
The charges to which I am pleading guilty are as stated on pages to in the ECA
Memorandum.
I accept the sanctions proposed in the ECA Memorandum on page__to be imposed on me for
the charges to which I am pleading guilty.
I acknowledge that in accordance with the requirements of Bylaw Section 7.6 my name may be
published in a membership periodical of the Institute and on the Institute's Website and in my
state CPA society newsletter, as having pled guilty of the charges along with other related
information.
I understand and accept that if I do not comply with the sanctions identified in item 5 above my
membership in the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and my state CPA
society will be terminated without any further proceedings.
I understand that during the period of the suspension provided in the sanctions, under the
provisions of Ethics Rule 505 (see also Ethics Ruling 146), I may not hold myself out as being
a member of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and my state CPA society.

Signature of Notary

Joint Trial Board

AICPA & Society Suspension

Signature of Respondent

Date

Approved____________________________________________________________
Date

JOINT TRIAL BOARD
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

GUILTY PLEA

Respondent_________________________________________________

In consideration of avoiding a disciplinary hearing, I hereby plead guilty to the charges against me as
detailed in the Memorandum prepared by the Ethics Charging Authority (ECA) under the Joint Ethics
Enforcement Program, as stated below. I understand that the terms as shown on this page are not
subject to negotiations and must be accepted as is.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

I acknowledge receipt of a Summons from the Joint Trial Board (JTB), a copy of the ECA
Memorandum detailing the charges against me and the recommended sanctions, and the Rules
and Procedures of the JTB.
I acknowledge that the ECA Memorandum provides adequate evidence as to the violations
charged.
I hereby waive my right to a hearing before a panel of the Joint Trial Board.
The charges to which I am pleading guilty are as stated on pages__ to___ in the ECA
Memorandum.
I accept the sanctions proposed in the ECA Memorandum on pages _ to _ to be imposed on
me for the charges to which I am pleading guilty.
I acknowledge that in accordance with the requirements of Bylaw Section 7.6 my name may be
published in a membership periodical of the Institute and on the Institute's Website as having
pled guilty of the charges along with other related information.
I understand and accept that if I do not comply with the sanctions identified in item 5 above my
membership in the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants will be terminated
without any further proceedings.
I understand that during the period of the suspension provided in the sanctions, under the
provisions of Ethics Rule 505 (see also Ethics Ruling 146), I may not hold myself out as being
a member of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.

Signature of Notary

Joint Trial Board

AICPA Suspension

Signature of Respondent

Date

Approved____________________________________________________________
Date

JOINT TRIAL BOARD
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

GUILTY PLEA
Respondent:
In consideration of avoiding a disciplinary hearing, I hereby plead guilty to the charges against me as
detailed in the Memorandum prepared by the Ethics Charging Authority (ECA) under the Joint Ethics
Enforcement Program, as stated below. I understand that the terms as shown on this page are not
subject to negotiations and must be accepted as is.

1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.
8.

I acknowledge receipt of a Summons from the Joint Trial Board (JTB), a copy of the ECA
Memorandum detailing the charges against me and the recommended sanctions, and the Rules
and Procedures of the JTB.
I acknowledge that the ECA Memorandum provides adequate evidence as to the violations
charged.
I hereby waive my right to a hearing before a panel of the Joint Trial Board.
The charges to which I am pleading guilty are as stated on pages to in the ECA
Memorandum.
I accept the sanctions proposed in the ECA Memorandum on page__to be imposed on me for
the charges to which I am pleading guilty.
I acknowledge that in accordance with the requirements of Bylaw Section 7.6 my name may be
published in my state CPA society newsletter as having pled guilty of the charges along with
other related information.
I understand and accept that if I do not comply with the sanctions identified in item 5 above my
membership in my state CPA society may be terminated without any further proceedings.
I understand that during the period of the suspension provided in the sanctions, under the
provisions of Ethics Rule 505 (see also Ethics Ruling 146), I may not hold myself out as being
a member of my state CPA Society.

Signature of Notary

Joint Trial Board

Society Suspension

Signature of Respondent

Date

Approved____________________________________________________________
Date

JOINT TRIAL BOARD
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

GUILTY PLEA
Respondent:

In consideration of avoiding a disciplinary hearing, I hereby plead guilty to the charges against me as
detailed in the Memorandum prepared by the Ethics Charging Authority (ECA) under the Joint Ethics
Enforcement Program, as stated below. I understand that the terms as shown on this page are not
subject to negotiations and must be accepted as is.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8

9.

I acknowledge receipt of a Summons from the Joint Trial Board (JTB), a copy of the ECA
Memorandum detailing the charges against me and the recommended sanctions, and the
Rules and Procedures of the JTB.
I acknowledge that the ECA Memorandum provides adequate evidence as to the violations
charged.
I hereby waive my right to a hearing before a panel of the Joint Trial Board.
The charges to which I am pleading guilty are as stated on pages to in the ECA
Memorandum.
I accept the sanctions proposed in the ECA Memorandum on page__to be imposed on me
for the charges to which I am pleading guilty.
I acknowledge that in accordance with the requirements of Bylaw Section 7.6 my name will
be published in a membership periodical of the Institute and on the Institute's Website as
having pled guilty of the charges along with other related information.
I understand and accept that if I do not comply with the sanctions identified in item 5 above
my membership in the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants will be terminated
without any further proceedings.
I understand that during the period of the suspension provided in the sanctions, under the
provisions of Ethics Rule 505 (see also Ethics Ruling 146), I may not hold myself out as
being a member of the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants.
I understand that if any course specified in the sanctions should cease to be offered before it
is taken I have an obligation to advise the JTB and that the JTB will designate an alternative
course that will have to be taken within the time period provided in the sanctions.

Signature of Notary

Joint Trial Board

AICPA Suspension+CPE

Signature of Respondent

Date

Approved____________________________________________________________
Date

JOINT TRIAL BOARD
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

GUILTY PLEA
Respondent:

In consideration of avoiding a disciplinary hearing, I hereby plead guilty to the charges against me as
detailed in the Memorandum prepared by the Ethics Charging Authority (ECA) under the Joint Ethics
Enforcement Program, as stated below. I understand that the terms as shown on this page are not
subject to negotiations and must be accepted as is.
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

I acknowledge receipt of a Summons from the Joint Trial Board (JTB), a copy of the ECA
Memorandum detailing the charges against me and the recommended sanctions, and the
Rules and Procedures of the JTB.
I acknowledge that the ECA Memorandum provides adequate evidence as to the violations
charged.
I hereby waive my right to a hearing before a panel of the Joint Trial Board.
The charges to which I am pleading guilty are as stated on pages to in the ECA
Memorandum.
I accept the sanctions proposed in the ECA Memorandum on page_ to be imposed on me
for the charges to which I am pleading guilty.
I acknowledge that in accordance with the requirements of Bylaw Section 7.6 my name may
be published in my state CPA society Newsletter as having pled guilty of the charges along
with other related information.
I understand and accept that if I do not comply with the sanctions identified in item 5 above
my membership in my state CPA society may be terminated without any further
proceedings.
I understand that during the period of the suspension provided in the sanctions, under the
provisions of Ethics Rule 505 (see also Ethics Ruling 146), I may not hold myself out as
being a member of my state CPA Society.
I understand that if any course specified in the sanctions should cease to be offered before it
is taken I have an obligation to advise the JTB and that the JTB will designate an alternative
course that will have to be taken within the time period provided in the sanctions.

Signature of Notary

Signature of Respondent

Approved__________________
Joint Trial Board

Society Suspension+CPE

Date

Date

JOINT TRIAL BOARD
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

GUILTY PLEA

Respondent:
In consideration of avoiding a disciplinary hearing, I hereby plead guilty to the charges against me as
detailed in the Memorandum prepared by the Ethics Charging Authority (ECA) under the Joint Ethics
Enforcement Program, as stated below. I understand that the terms as shown on this page are not subject
to negotiations and must be accepted as stated below.

1.

2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

I acknowledge receipt of a Summons from the Joint Trial Board (JTB), a copy of the ECA
Memorandum detailing the charges against me and the recommended sanctions, and the Rules and
Procedures of the JTB
I acknowledge that the ECA Memorandum provides adequate evidence as to the violations charged.
I hereby waive my right to a hearing before a panel of the Joint Trial Board.
The charges to which I am pleading guilty are as stated on pages
to
in the ECA
Memorandum.
I accept the sanctions proposed in the ECA Memorandum on page__ to be imposed on me for the
charges to which I am pleading guilty.
I acknowledge that in accordance with the requirements of Bylaw Section 7.6 my name will be
published in a membership periodical of the Institute and on the Institute's Website and in my
state CPA society newsletter, as having pled guilty of the charges along with other related
information.
I understand and accept that if I do not comply with the sanctions identified in item 5 above my
membership in the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and my state CPA society
will be terminated without any further proceedings.
I understand that during the period of the suspension provided in the sanctions, under the provisions
of Ethics Rule 505 (see also Ethics Ruling 146), I may not hold myself out as being a member of
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants and my state CPA society.
I understand that if any course specified in the sanctions should cease to be offered before it is taken
I have an obligation to advise the JTB and that the JTB will designate an alternative course that
will have to be taken within the time period provided in the sanctions.

Signature of Notary

Signature of Respondent

Approved__________________
Joint Trial Board

AICPA & Society Suspension+CPE

Date

Date

JOINT TRIAL BOARD
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

GUILTY PLEA

Respondent:
In consideration of avoiding a disciplinary hearing, I hereby plead guilty to the charges against me as
detailed in the Memorandum prepared by the Ethics Charging Authority (ECA) under the Joint Ethics
Enforcement Program, as stated below. I understand that the terms as shown on this page are not
subject to negotiations and must be accepted as is.
1.

2.
3
4.
5.

6.

I acknowledge receipt of a Summons from the Joint Trial Board (JTB), a copy of the ECA
Memorandum detailing the charges against me and the recommended sanctions, and the
Rules and Procedures of the JTB.
I acknowledge that the ECA Memorandum provides adequate evidence as to the violations
charged.
I hereby waive my right to a hearing before a panel of the Joint Trial Board.
The charges to which I am pleading guilty are as stated on pages to in the ECA
Memorandum.
I accept the sanctions proposed in the ECA Memorandum on page__to be imposed on me
for the charges to which I am pleading guilty.
I acknowledge that in accordance with the requirements of Bylaw Section 7.6 my name will
be published in a membership periodical of the Institute and on the Institute's Website as
having pled guilty of the charges along with other related information.

Signature of Notary

Signature of Respondent

Approved____________________________________________________________
Joint Trial Board
Date

AICPA Expulsion

Date

JOINT TRIAL BOARD
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

GUILTY PLEA
Respondent:
In consideration of avoiding a disciplinary hearing, I hereby plead guilty to the charges against me as
detailed in the Memorandum prepared by the Ethics Charging Authority (ECA) under the Joint Ethics
Enforcement Program, as stated below. I understand that the terms as shown on this page are not
subject to negotiations and must be accepted as is.

1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

I acknowledge receipt of a Summons from the Joint Trial Board (JTB), a copy of the ECA
Memorandum detailing the charges against me and the recommended sanctions, and the
Rules and Procedures of the JTB.
I acknowledge that the ECA Memorandum provides adequate evidence as to the violations
charged.
I hereby waive my right to a hearing before a panel of the Joint Trial Board.
The charges to which I am pleading guilty are as stated on pages to in the ECA
Memorandum.
I accept the sanctions proposed in the ECA Memorandum on page__to be imposed on
me for the charges to which I am pleading guilty.
I acknowledge that in accordance with the requirements of Bylaw Section 7.6 my name
will be published in a membership periodical of the Institute and on the Institute's Website
and may be published in my state CPA society as having pled guilty of the charges along
with other related information.

Signature of Notary

Approved__________________
Joint Trial Board

AICPA & Society Expulsion

Signature of Respondent

Date

Date

JOINT TRIAL BOARD
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS

GUILTY PLEA
Respondent:

In consideration of avoiding a disciplinary hearing, I hereby plead guilty to the charges against me as
detailed in the Memorandum prepared by the Ethics Charging Authority (ECA) under the Joint Ethics
Enforcement Program, as stated below. I understand that the terms as shown on this page are not
subject to negotiations and must be accepted as is
1.

2.

3.
4.
5.

6.

I acknowledge receipt of a Summons from the Joint Trial Board (JTB), a copy of the
ECA Memorandum detailing the charges against me and the recommended sanctions, and
the Rules and Procedures of the JTB.
I acknowledge that the ECA Memorandum provides adequate evidence as to the
violations charged.
I hereby waive my right to a hearing before a panel of the Joint Trial Board.
The charges to which I am pleading guilty are as stated on pages to in the ECA
Memorandum.
I accept the sanctions proposed in the ECA Memorandum on page__to be imposed on
me for the charges to which I am pleading guilty.
I acknowledge that in accordance with the requirements of Bylaw Section 7.6 my name
may be published in my state CPA society newsletter as having pled guilty of the charges
along with other related information.

Signature of Notary

Joint Trial Board

Society Expulsion

Signature of Respondent

Date

Approved____________________________________________________________
Date

